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The margin of superiority of Light Water over protein foam was found to be as 
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and P-K-P dry chemical were discharged from a twin turret, showed no advantage 
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The new 6-percent Light Water concentrate was effectively used in both the 
MB-5 vehicle foam-pump system and the air-aspirating type foam maker as well 
as with Refrigerant-12. 

The laboratory-scale, indoor fires consistently required about three times 
the application density to extinguish than the comparabie outdoor fires, when run 
with JP-5 and avgas fuels, and protein and Light Water foam agents. The relative 
difficulty in extinguishing the two fuels was inconsistent between the small-scale 
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ABSTRACT 

A comprehensive study has been made of the fire-control and extinguishingetfec- 
tiveness of “Light Water* and protein type foams on full-scale fires of the type associated 
with aircraft accidents. Most tests were conducted with a Navy MB-5 ai rcraft fire-rescue 
vehicle utilizing a 250-gpm-solution-capacity foam pump as the foam-making device for 
both agents. For comparative and evaluative purposes, some testing was done using an 
experimental 06X vehicle which carried 2500 lb of Purple-K dry chemical and 300 gal of 
Light Water solution and had dually rigged roof turrets discharging 32 lb/sec of P-K-P 
and 180 gpm of solution. An air aspirating nozzle and a specially designed nozzle using 
Refrigerant-12 as a blowing agent were interchanged and used to produce Light Water 
foams of different physical properties. Both the Light Water and protein foam liquid 
concentrates used were of the 6-percent type. 

Avgas and JP-5 were used as test fuels on fire test areas, containing a simulated 
fuselage, ranging in size from 450 ft* to 9000 ft\ In all tests, avgas fires were more 
difficult to control and extinguish than JP-5. For the avgas fires, Light Water required 
about a 50-percent higher application density than for JP-5 fires. The increase for pro¬ 
tein ranged from 35 to 200 percent. 

The margin of superiority of Light Water over protein foam was found to be as high 
as 3 to 1 for control as determined by radiometer and visual measurements of avgas 
fires and as high as 1.5 to 1 for control of JP-5 fires. Complete fire extinguishment was 
achieved with application densities as low as 0.026 gal/ft of Light Water on JP-5 and 
0.035 gal/ft* on avgas, while protein required0.043 gal/ft3 and 0.085 gal/ft respectively. 

The dual-agent fire-fighting concept, where in equal quantities of Light Water and 
P-K-P dry chemical were discharged from a twin turret, showed no advantage over the 
use of Light Water foam alone in gaining control of the large-scale fires. 

The new 6-percent Light Water concentrate was effectively used in both the MB-5 
vehicle foam-pump system and the air-aspirating type foam m alter as well as with Refrig¬ 
erant-12. 

The laboratory-scale, indoor fires consistently required about three times the appli¬ 
cation density to extinguish than the \ compar able outdoor fires, when run with JP-5 and 
avgas fuels, and protein and Light Water foam agents. The relative difficulty inextinguish¬ 
ing the two fuels was inconsistent between the small-scale and large-scale tests. 

PROBLEM STATUS 
« 

This is a final report on one phise of the problem; work on the problem is continuing. 

AUTHORIZATION 

NRL Problem €08-15 
Bureau No. A34-534-520/652-1/F012-05-04 

Manuscript submitted April 13, 1967. 
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FULL-SCALE FIRE MODELING TEST STUDIES OF 
“LIGHT WATER" AND PROTEIN TYPE FOAMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Progress in the Use of Fluorocarbon Surfactants 
(“Light Water”) for Fire Extinguishment 

The development of a new fuel vapor-securing agent called *r iaht Waw» 

b^NRL^rT 1964 ‘(Fh ^Af0that^inie^spe^l^equipmeif^had^00 Ti ^ repoHed 
procurement to in^.e tKSS 

The device used in these tests was the Twinned-Agent Unit (abbreviated aß TArn 

ÄrÄ.T.'tftr bï indrsiry ,Fie- »-""i“sled' 
dual hose line with nozzles. One^ére^Ms «oTít’púrplé-K^Msl^'bicwb * 

caí îTÂÂ™ aiœe wiSe^rrrtut- 
are exneiied hu nit^^ ^ ^ cylinder, while the solution and refrigerant 
are expeHed by nitrogen pressure from a 110-ft3 cylinder. Each svstem ran J nnln 

Hïïf *ndepen^ently of the other- A hose basket mounted above the spheres holds the 
100-ft-long discharge hose in a position for ready "pay-out.” The dual-nozzle mounting 

ja* ' ÍI i I !í^ ' ^ ' ' •! .1 

■ -1.* 

F1.8’J -.The JAU (twinned agent unit)., shown dismounted for a 

riild 4V:7v0eh.ciee'°mP°"'””- ‘““'“o" *on..,ou 

1 
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Fig. 2 - A close-up of the dual nozzle with 
finger-tip control valves. Light Water is 
on the operators left side. 

and the pistol-grip shut-off valves are pictured in Fig. 2. The unit fully charged with 
agents weighs 1560 lb and is skid mounted to facilitate installation in the bed of a 4 * 4 
pick-up type vehicle with utility cabinets, as illustrated in Fig, 3. 

During the test period at Pensacola, 14 different modeling fires were extinguished in 
diked pits and on grassy areas with both jet fuels and avgas. In most instances old fuse¬ 
lages were present and served as an objective for the rescue man to attain. In some 
fires large wooden stakes were set in the ground to simulate trees, and stacked wooden 
pallets presented additional Class A fire loading. In some tests, piles of magnesium 
chips were used to add a Class D metal fire problem. Rescue times to reach a dumiçy 
in the fuselage varied from 7 sec in the case of a 1200-ft2 fire to 20 sec in a 2700-ft 
fire. All fires were extinguished with the material carried in the TAU, and reignition 
protection of the fuel was judged to be very good after extinguishment. The most effective 
technique developed was to split the fire quickly down the center to the fuselage, using 
both agents to carve out a safe rescue path; then, after rescue had been made, fires on 
each side were handled in sequence. (These fires were designed to simulate the problems 
of the Naval air training field, small trainer aircraft with one or two occupants.) The 
results of these tests were summarized in a sound-track motion picture report (2). 

Subsequent to the highly successful tests at Pensacola, 40 additional units were pro¬ 
cured from the manufacturer of the prototype and distributed tc Naval Air Stations, The 
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Fig. 3 - TAU as mounted in vehicle and showing the operating 
position for actuating the systems 

Fig. 4 - An experimental side-by-side rigging of the 
handline nozzle and valves, with an over-the-shoulder 
strap for ease in carrying 

TAU replaced the 400-lb air transportable Purple-K units previously used. Although the 
units were purchased with nozzle arrangements as illustrated in Fig. 2, several other 
designs have been constructed. One of these, shown In Fig. 4, is a side-by-side model 
with a shoulder strap to facilitate its support, while the side-by-side model of Fig. 5 is 
of a compact mounting type. 

Reports from the field received by the Bureau of Naval Weapons in 1S65 indicated 
the need for some method of fire extinguishment which could be transported by helicopter 
and applied while it was still airborne. Bases had been encountering fires involving air- 
craft in terrain that was completely inaccessible to wheeled vehicles. This situation 
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Fíe. 5 - A second experimental aide-by-aide rigging 
8* featuring shorter length and lighter weight 

appeared to be ideal for some type of ^iCat^ on the 
extinguishment efficiency m a weigh basis. Simu a atajnd with the output 
fire-test field using a 5000-cfm axial-flow bU mo ^ Spray nozzles near 
stream of air directed downward onto a dikey^llO^^r intg the ^ blast. it 

the blower outlet permitted the intr d ti dt^^ged from ordinary spray nozzles 

h"8 °n large fÍre8‘ 
, ... . Tlllv ions at the Naval Air Station, Miramar, Cali- 

Helicopter testing was initiated in Jaly 19 the ^ considerable previous exper- 
fornta, where an aircraft was available ^d also^ for re8Cue 

ience in using helicopter rotor downwas ri(ounted inside the UH-2A’s cargo space 
purposes. A 60-gal-capacity , tl ‘ The tw0 discharge nozzles were mounted 
with a nitrogen cylinder to P/0^'^^e ^e of thl ship. Thl pilot was provided with 
on booms projecting forward ^ ® bv means of a switch operating an electrically 
pushbutton control over the nozzle fl y extinguishing a series of fires in the 
actuated solenoid valve loJJted f^ls it waTconcluded that a foamier type of 
700 to 900 ft* size using JP-4 and JP-5 as fuels ^ was ^ ^ ^ nozzle8 were 
Light Water discharge would offer imp, oved eft 11.. TMs nozzle has a double 
replaced with a singleJog^fown nozUe ^SO-gp^^P^ lmpact d turbutee and 

screen covering the impinging je * . th downWash was such that the foam 
Ä contact with very ttttte, « any. 

foam being lost by wind turbulence from the rotor bias . 

The final mounting of the nozzle on ^^d^püoUo^blSve^eloam discharge 
pilot’s side (Fig. 6). This effectively protect them 
pattern and the rescue team below hi disabled aircraft. The excellent 
ihile they entered ajd ^fciton of the agent. After 
maneuverability of the helicopter perm P proceeded to extinguish the remaining 

rescue operations “ ^'n^°^^ccttvî operating altitude was between 20 and 30 ft. 
fire. It Wi» found hold-back of flames while the dummy 

Ä ^helicopter had moved in. the fuselage had oeen 
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Fig. 6 - The single fog-foam nozzle for discharge 
of Light Water, mounted within view of the helicopter 
pilot while airborne 

completely encircled by fire. The fire areas were 40 by 60 ft (2400 ft*) and were fueled 
with 200 to 300 gal of mixed JP-5 and avgas, and each fire contained an aircraft complete 
with wings, but with the landing gear retracted so it was lying on its belly. Despite the 
excellent maneuverability of the helicopter, it was usually not possible to obtain 100-percent 
fire extinguishment because of persistent ground fires under the low-lying wings, or 
flies inside the aircraft. However, the securing ability of the Light Water prevented 
these isolated fires from creating any difficulties in the rescue operations. Rescue paths 
to the iuselage were available in an average of 10 sec and the “rescue* completed in 25 
to 35 sec. One control, or “blank," run was made by the helicopter without the use of the 
Light Water in order to compare the effect of downwash alone toward creating a tenable 
rescue path. When this was done under similar fire conditions it was found that a rescue 
path could not be established and held, and that the helicopter and its pilot, were subjected 
to considerable danger fron, heat while trying to hover in an effective position. 

A complete motion-picture record made of the fire tests conducted in the program 
served as summary and report of the work (3). It definitely established thaf Light Water 
was capable of use as a fire-extinguishing agent without the accompanying use of dry 
chemical. Also established for the first time was a method of attacking a fire and making 
a rescue without the necessity for the helicopter to land equipment and men within a hose- 
ength distance of the fire. In the test operations at Miramar, the rescue personnel lowered 
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Fig. 7 - Helicopter hovering at optimum location 
to protect personnel with downwash while they 
are working in the cockpit area 

themselves from the helicopter by a rappeling technique using the “Sky Genie," a mechan¬ 
ical snubbing device. Thus, the operation features much more flexibility than other 
previous helicopter-borne systems because it does not require actual touchdown by the 
helicopter at any time at any particular spot. 

In 1960, very much prior to the introduction of Light Water as a securing agent, NRL 
had been interested in the determination of the capabilities of dry chemical discharge at 
high rates from turret nozzles. Such a project required facilities beyond those available 
at the Laboratory, and an invitation for proposals on a development project were issued. 
The Ansul Company received a research contract in 1961 to design and fire test dry 
chemical nozzles discharging up to 200 lb/sec, with the objective of establishing the 
maximum size gasoline spill fire extinguishable with each flow rate and the optimum or 
more efficient flow rate, based on square feet extinguished per pound of powder. An 
experimental dry chemical system of 4000-lb capacity was mounted on a vehicle test bed, 
and tests were made on large circular spill areas. The results, however, were disap¬ 
pointing because of the extremely low efficiency of the high-rate dry chemical discharge 
and the persistent fuel-vapor flashback problem. In April 1964 a contract change was 
initiated by NRL to remove part of the dry chemical capacity of the test unit and replace 
it with Light Water, to create a dual-agent system, similar in concept to an oversized 
TAU. This system weis mounted on a reused military Cardox COa truck, the 0-6, and the 
remodeled version was named the “06X”. It carried 2500 lb of Purple-K dry chemical 
and 300 gal of Light Water solution and had dually rigged roof turrets discharging 32 lb/ 
sec of P-K-P and 180 gpm of solution. The Light Water was the 25-percent FC-183 type, 
and Refrigerant-12 weis used as a blowing agent. Tests conducted by the contractor demon¬ 
strated that gasoline fires 100 ft in diameter (8000 ft2) could be extinguished with this 
dual system. 
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Working with the TAU, the 06X truck system, and the helicopter on gasoline spill 
fires, it was soon realized that Light Water possessed an extremely fast flame knock¬ 
down ability by itself and in many instances was equivalent to that achievable by Purple-K- 
Powder dry chemical applied at the same rate by weight. This fact led to the need to ob¬ 
tain data which might broaden applications for the new agent. 

Patent Status 

A patent application covering the use of the fluorocarbon surfactant materials 
commonly referred to as “Light Water," was filed on Sept. 4, 1963, by R.L. Tuve and 
E.J. Jablonski as assignors to the United States of America as represented by the Secre¬ 
tary of the Navy. The patent was granted on June 28, 1966, as No. 3,258,423, entitled 
“Method of Extinguishing Liquid Hydrocarbon Fires.” It is the current policy of the 
Navy that the new materials and methods described in the patent belongs to the people 
of the United States and is for their use without cost, and therefore no organization may 
use this material to its exclusive gain. 

The teachings of this patent include the employment of the “Twinned Agent” concept 
of application of the two agents. Light Water and potassium bicarbonate dry chemical 
discharges, simultaneously from dual, trigger-valve-controlled nozzles capable of one- 
man operation. Laboratory and field tests had shown the added merits of this arrange¬ 
ment in fire-extinguishment efficiency. 

The patent revealed for the first time a description of the fluorocarbon types used 
in making Light Water concentrate. They are quaternary nitrogen compounds with an 
intermediate amidopolymethylene linkage in the molecular structure, as typified by the 
following compounds: 

[ C|]F iT-SOaNH-(CH2)3-N(CK,)3l +l" 

Í C7F15-CONH-(CH2)3-N(CHs)sl+r 

0 

[ C7Fls-CONH-(CHa)s-N(CHs)2CH2CH2OC-CH=CHal +C.f 

C7F15-CONH-(CH2)3-N(CH3)aCHaCH2COO- 

Another compound found useful in the mixture is a sulfonamide aliphatic acid salt of 
the type represented by this formula: 

C8FirSOaN(CaH5)CH2COOK 

In order to make water solutions of the above fluorinated compounds fully effective 
as synthetic fire-fighting foaming agents, the patent discloses that polyethylene polymers 
of the water-soluble type are necessary to provide flame and mechanical stability to the 
final foam bubble. Polymer molecular weight ranges having 2000 to 4000 times that of 
ethylene oxide function best for this requirement. 

Formulación and Other Developments 

The original work done at NRL led to a carefully constructed mixture of synthetic 
surface-active materials dissolved in requisite amounts of water. This mixture was a 
concentrate and was employed in fire-fighting equipment by dilution of the concentrate 
with more water at its point of use. Because of viscosity and ease of mixing requirements, 
this early concentrate formula was adjusted so that three volumes of water were needed 
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to dilute each volume of concentrate to arrive at the correct final solution necessary for 
making Light Water foam. It was thus a 25-percent concentrate. Military procurement 
specification standards were drawn up for this solution (4). 

Customarily, ordinary fire-fighting foam forming concentrates of the protein type 
are supplied in a liquid concentrate foam such that 94 volumes of water are needed for 
every six volumes of concentrate to make the final foam-forming solution. These pro¬ 
tein concentrates are called 6 percent. Obviously they represent a considerable saving 
in amounts of material when compared to material such as a 25-percent concentrate. 

One of the early efforts at improving the usefulness of Light Water was concerned 
with reconstruction of the formula of the concentrate so that only 6 percent of a strongly 
concentrated liquid was needed for obtaining fully effective fire-fighting results. Vis¬ 
cosity characteristics of the liquid would have to be similar to other 6-percent foam¬ 
forming concentrates if existing proportioning equipment were to be employed with Light 
Water. 

It will be noted that all the initial applications of Light Water to field fire-fighting 
problems involved the use of Refrigerant-12, difluorodichloromethane, for purposes of 
properly expanding the Light Water active solution into a properly formed foam. This 
gas acted as a “blowing agent,” so that the foam-application nozzle did not have to be 
particularly designed to perform air-mixing and foam-making operations on the solution. 
Proper aspiration of air by venturi action at a nozzle introduces serious design problems 
which very often interfere with the optimum pattern of foam discharge. 

One of the important objectives of the 1964 to 1966 period was concerned with the 
search for methods and materials which would allow omission of Refrigerant-12 from 
the system without suffering compromises in the inherent fire-fighting efficiency of 
Light Water. Early in 1966 the commercial source for Light Water concentrate had 
developed a new material capable of producing fully effective foam from existing equip¬ 
ment utilizing only six volumes of the concentrate in 94 volumes of water and completely 
omitting the need for Refrigerant-12. Small-scale tests in the laboratory justified these 
claims, but full-scale field tests were needed. 

The current MIL Specification for 6-percent Light Water concentrate is given in 
Appendix A. 

The Need for Full-Scale Modeling Tests 

The progressive development of new concepts in fire-extinguishment systems seems 
to arrive inevitably at a point where laboratory-scale testing and fire modeling becomes 
inadequate to justify complete field application. Because of the complete variability of 
fire situations in actual practice, every individual with responsibilities for fire protection 
seeks to improve his confidence level concerning a new system by accumulation of evi¬ 
dence concerning the performance of a candidate under field conditions of full-scale fire 
test. This requirement oftentimes results in an outcome less than that desired, because 
of the unknown contributions of the uncontrolled variables encountered in field tests. 

The prospect of increased usefulness of Light Water in the spring of 1966 brought 
about the need for enlarged tests for application to fire-extinguishing situations in which 
protein-type foam concentrates had been previously satisfactorily used. With larger 
scale tests in mind, a comprehensive series of full-scale fire-modeling tests were 
designed utilizing a foam pump as a foam-making device on an MB vehicle, and the 
aforementioned 06X high-discharge-rate “Twinned Agent” vehicle. Fire department 
personnel at the Miramar Naval Air Station, San Diego, California, volunteered their 
large outdoor fire-test facilities and cooperative manpower assistance. 
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DrotJinCfmmfaÍnLÍ HPP?CÍaitedíthat a comParÍ8on of Light Water capabilities against 
piottin foam capabilities involved many possible combinations of Light Water application 
and thus a complex series of tests. Much of this comparative testing had been done on 
small sind intermediate-size fires, but actual data were still needed from large full- 
scale fires in the open. Application rates were to be held as nearly the same a* possible 
for all agents and techniques. The variations of Light Water selected for these teïts 
were; 

1. Potassium bicarbonate dry chemical and Light Water “blown” 
12 in twinned, high-flow discharge 

with Refrigerant- 

2. Light Water “blown” with Refrigerant-12 

3. Light Water from a foam pump 

4. Light Water from an air aspirating foam nozzle. 

Test Criteria 

As with most problems as complex as the aircraft rescue and fire-fighting one 

over^other^T^e^ihr 7hich.can„be selected making a choice of one material 
nhw? th a Th u 8tabl!Shment of cont™l time” of the fire is certainly a primary 
níion Ifr^dfmaya^ ÎT? “ Üne baSiC CTiterion- Here a certain level of thermal radi¬ 

en, percentage diminishment of fire radiation, or percentage of fire area extinguished 
s sauted as representing “control.” The time elapsed from start of SpíicÍtÂ 
06,1 until control is judged to be accomplished is recorded as fire-control time A 

for m aCJLll.Cri0V,lthe dermlna“0" 0'lhe appllcMlon “ate required 
fn lts COIollary value, the minimum amount of agent per unit of fire area 
to controi and/or extinguish the fire. The latter concept has always played an important 
fron/a ^ develoPlng evaluating agents. By comparing data obtained 

with a certain ^greïofcon/idence“8' “ 18 P°8SÍble ,0 to f1"8 °< 

In addition to the dispatch with which the fire surrounding an aircraft is extinguished 

«J era °r ;mP0rt,anCe 18 the d^rM 'Permanence' oftte ' 
burnback resistance, or rate of blanket burn-off, has always been held to be important 

noíirnra6« f/ ^ fut e.nÇn®er8 concerned, because they have always presupposed that 
no aircraft fire will be totally extinguished. Because of the possibilities of exhaustine 

e supply of extinguishing agents on the vehicles, unquenchable magnesium fires 
inaccessible fires, or unseen fires, a source of ignition is always aisumed present Thus 
adpmmTÎreffhhaî h 6 fufel'blanketing cover ol foam contain these remainingVes for an ’ 
The ïeSduTffrpMTai th! fi5re fighterS t0 accomPli8h their life-saving mission, 

he residual fire-containment time is important assuming that no more agent of any tvoe 
s available for further application. Obviously, the best form of burnbæk protecZ is 

to completely extinguish all fires, leaving no sources of fire to burn back. 

No one has really ever tried to define what minimum level of burnback resistance 

dcteZ r?1?- T.he ,NFPA 412 <5>. PP'“'“» on/pr„ccdú“ for etermlning the burnback characteristics of both new and aged foams but it does not 
give any guidance as to definite minimum acceptable levels of performance. The whole 
subject has become more important of late with the introduction of high-capacity dry 

oîoürtfp« r¡f S-.md Ligw Water for aircraft fire fighting, because these two agents have 
properties quite different from the older, more familiar protein foam. 

,. reíOU®ly’ wen Pr0teín f0am Was the chief for extinguishing aircraft fires, 
the burnback resistance or rate of foam-blanket burn-off was a common denominator in 
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ali applications. It is still true that the stability or rate of water dropout (measured as 
25-percent drainage time) from protein foams greatly influences its ability to resist heat, 
and the burnback characteristics of protein foams can vary considerably, depending on 
how they were made (expansion and drainage-time properties). However, these differences 
axe small in comparison to the wide differences between types of agents. At one end of 
the scale is dry chemical, which has practically a zero burnback resistance, and at the 
other end is protein foam, which has in general the longest burnback resistance. The 
decision of what agent is “best” is rendered difficult, when it is realized that the highly 
sought property of quick fire control has been in an opposite relationship; i.e., dry 
chemical is very fast and protein foam very slow. Some compromise then must be 
sought between speed of extinguishment and speed of burnback. It was planned to gather 
data on the relative burnback characteristics of the agents to be tried at Miramar in 
order to assist in arriving at the best compromise point for the chosen purpose. 

Eliminating the Human Element During Testing 

In conducting a series of test fires involving fires of large size, the problem of the 
human element always must be considered, because of the variable of fire-fighter technique. 
His methods improve with experience, and he can never do exactly the same thing twice. 
All this is true even providing one can be so fortunate as to always have the same per¬ 
sonnel, a rare occurrence indeed. 

Cl 

Two subseries of tests were made at Miramar in an effort to divorce the human role 
and isolate the action of the agents. In the first runs the fire area was shaped exactly to 
conform with the outline of the MB-5 turret ground pattern, making it unnecessary to 
move the turret to cover the surface. The foam system was run just long enough to 
achieve the desired degree of radiation reduction. The second series was meant to intro¬ 
duce a dynamic concept, but still divorcing the human variable of placement of agent by 
moving a nozzle, A larger fire area whose depth coincided with the near and far points 
of the turret ground pattern was set up and the vehicle dr:ven alongside the fire as it 
discharged foam. The vehicle speed, and thus the agent application per square foot, was 
closely controlled by monitoring the vehicle drive-shaft speed by means of an electronic 
counter. 

Scaling Comparisons of Smaller Scale Tests and Other Tests 

A considerable number of smaller scale tests have been performed using the same 
agents as planned for Miramar, and accurate data were available as to minimum applica¬ 
tion rates, minimum amounts of material required to extinguish, and burnback charac¬ 
teristics. The greatest amount of data were available from a 6-ft-diameter indoor fire 
test (28 fta) with lesser amounts of data from 20 * 20 ft fires (400 ft ) and 40-ft-diameter 
fires (1250 ft2). These data plus those from Miramar presented a good opportunity to 
observe scaling factors and construct a base for extrapolation to even larger fire areas. 

In addition to the smaller fires for comparative data, other large-scale fire-test 
programs have been conducted by the Federal Aviation Agency at the National Aviation 
Facilities Experimental Center in Atlantic City and the Fire Research Station at Stansted 
Airfield in England. The latter program was aimed primarily toward determining opti¬ 
mum foam properties (in the manner of work reported in 1952 in NRL Memo. Rept. 92), but 
three large-scale test plans conducted almost concurrently offered a unique chance to 
observe results from three independent sources. 
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TEST FACILITIES 

Equipment 

An MB-5 aircraft fire and rescue vehicle, USN No. 71-01052, was used in all tests 
requiring the foam-pump system. This vehicle had been converted from its original con¬ 
figuration to one of a gas-turbine engine prime mover with a drive train which permitted 
independent vehicle operation while using the foam-pump system. The unit’s character¬ 
istics had been thoroughly checked out during its experimental development program. 
These were reported in NRL Report 6309 (6). The turret discharge rate was 250 gpm of 
6-percent protein foam solution or 6-percent light Water solution. A handline with a 
aspirating foam-maker nozzle of 30 gpm flow was available, as was a dry chemical hand¬ 
line of a nominal 4 pps flow (150 lb total capacity). 

Foam analyses were made on the output of the MB-5 in accordance with the proced¬ 
ures of Ref. 5 with the following results: 

Drain Time Concentration 
Expansion (min) (percent) 

Turret Nozzle - Protein Foam 11.8 34 6.0 

Turret Nozzle - Light Water 8.4 3 5.5 

Handline Nozzle - Protein Foam 9.0 6.9 7.0 

Handln, ' Nozzle - Light Water 7.0 1.5 7.0 

The difference in the foam quality between protein and Light Water made in the same 
equipment is evident. Earlier experimentation with added baffles at the foam-pump outlet 
had increased the internal pump mixing pressure from 10 psi to 40 psi; however, the 
increase in expansion and drainage time was very small, and the MB-5 foam system as 
used at Miramar was the standard system as employed in all MB-5’s. Figure 8 shows 
the vehicle with the forward-mounted discharge nozzle. 

The 06X vehicle used was an experimental device of special design built strictly as 
an extension of the much smaller Twinned Agent Unit. The twin turret discharges approx¬ 
imately equal rates by weight of Purple-K-Powder (P-K-P)and Light Water: 32 pounds per 
second of P-K-P; 180 gpm (25 pounds per second) Light Water. The Light Water foam 
was blown by Refrigerant-12 in order to make a more stable foam, but analysis of the 
output showed it to be only of expansion seven and drainage time of about one minute. 
In addition to the twin turret, with individual shut-off valves for each agent, there were 
two twin handlines, each being identical to the handline from the TAU: P-K-P rate 4 pps 
and Light Water 50 gpm. Total agent capacity of the vehicle was 2500 lb P-K-P and 300 gal 
of prumixed Light Water solution. Figure 9 is an overall view of the right-hand side of 
the 06X. The P-K-P container can be seen at the rear of the top deck; the Refrigerant 
container is the light-colored vertical tank in the forward side compartment. Both P-K-P 
and Light Water were expelled by nitrogen gas pressure provided from a bank of high- 
pressure cylinders visible in the rear, side-compartment. Figure 10 is a head-on view 
of the vehicle, showing the mounting of the twin turret. Figure 11 shows the turret from 
topside, with the yoke handle and the individual valve controls. Figure 12 is a close-up 
head-on view of the two turret nozzles. The P-K-P nozzle on the right is essentially a ’ 
conventional straight-bore nozzle, while the Light Water nozzle was made as a perfo¬ 
rated baffle design in an effort to achieve good foam mixing plus a good stream pattern. 
Considerable effort was devoted toward achieving some degree of matching discharge 
patterns between the two outlets. Figure 13 shows the twin handline nozzle and the live 
reel for hose stowage. The Refrigerant-12 storage tank is again visible. 
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FiK. 8 - MB-5 Class aircraft fire and rescue vehicle 
verted to use with a gas turbine engine and new drive 
allowing vehicle movement while pumping foam 

con- 
train, 

FiR 9.06X experimental vehicle, having a total agent capacity 
of S2500 lb P-K-P and 300 gal of premixed Light Water solution 
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Fig. 10 - Front view of 06X experimental vehicle, 
showing mounting of the twinned-agent turret 

The requirements for a device for applying the Light Water in air-aspirated form 
were for a high-drainage-time foam maker discharging a dispersed pattern with a flow 
capacity of 180 gpm with 100 psi pressure. These requirements were to permit use of 
the nozzle on the 06X turret mounting, where it could be supplied with a premix solution 
and match the flow rate of the nozzle which used the Refrigerant-12. The nozzle unit 
finally selected as being closest to meeting the requirements was an experimental one. 
It was built as a conventional, long-barreled foam nozzle and provided with two movable 
deflectors at the outlet to form a flat, fish-tail-shaped pattern when desired. The actual 
flow rate was 187 gpm at 100 psi pressure. Operating with Light Water solution, the 
foam expansion produced was 7.8 and the drainage time 0.5 min. 

Materials 

The protein foam concentrate used in all tests was that meeting Federal Specifica¬ 
tion 0-F-555b and was taken from Naval supply system stocks. 

The Light Water concentrate was a 6-percent .ype designated as FC-194, manufac¬ 
tured by the 3M Co. of St. Paul, Minnesota. The particular liquids used came from man¬ 
ufacturing lots 13 and 14. It was charged into the MB-5 concentrate tank and used in the 
proportioning system exactly in the manner of the protein concentrate without vehicle 
modifications. In fact, the Light Water and protein concentrates were constantly being 
interchanged to accommodate the testing pattern of agents. 
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Fig. II - Topaide view of twinned-agert turret 
assembly, with a yoke handle and individual agent 
valve controls on the 06X experimental vehicle 

The jet fuel used was the military grade JP-5, NATO symbol F-44. Chemical and 
physical requirements for this fuel are given in Military Specification MIL-J-5624F. 
This fuel grade is classified as being of the high-flashpoint, kerosene type and is re¬ 
quired to have a flash point no lower than 140°F. Minimum initial boiling point is 400°F 
and maximum distillation end point 550°F. 

The gasoline fuel used was aviation gasoline of the 115/145 grade. Chemical and 
physical requirements for this fuel are given in Military Specification MIL-G-5572D. 
All military avgas grades have the same properties, except for the antiknock ratings, 
and the dye and lead content. The initial 10 percent of volume must boil below 167° F, 
and the end point of distillation maximum temperature is 338° F. Reid vapor pressure 
is between 5.5 and 7.0 psi at 100° F. 

n n„The/buar/nine rite 0f kerosene type jet fuels from large spill areas is approximately 
0.08 gal/ft /min (7). This is equivalent to burning 0.128 in. of depth per minute. In 
fuel-burning studies made at NRL this rate has been confirmed; however, it takes a 
preburn time of several minutes to reach this rate. Avgas burns at a slightly higher 
rate, 0.095 gal/min/ft (0.152 in./min), and significantly it reaches this rate immediately 
upon ignition. Amounts of fuel for the Miramar fires were chosen to provide a full- 
intensity fire of approximately three to four minutes, with extra fuel allowance made for 
imperfect leveling of the fuel bed. It was desired to minimize the water layer beneath 
the fuel, so fuel was used to do some of the leveling. A full water bed beneath the fuel 
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Fig. 12 - Close-up view of the two turret nozzles mounted 
on the 06X experimental vehicle. The 180-gpm Light Water 
nozzle has the perforated plate, and the 32-pps P-K-P nozzle 
has a straight through bore. 

Fig. 13 - The twinned-agent, one-man handline nozzle assembly 
with live hose reel shown mounted on side of 06X experimental 
vehicle 

makes it subject to easy surface displacement by wind and agent application. The fueling 
schedule for the various size fires is given in Table 1. 

Fuel temperatures at time of ignition varied from 80° to 99° F. Water temperatures 
in the tanks of the MB-5 varied from 76° to 83°F. Air temperatures varied from 70° to 
84° F. Weather conditions in the San Diego area in July are almost ideal, with constantly 
clear skies, moderate temperatures, and fairly consistent wind direction at a moderate 
five knots velocity after 1000 hours. 
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Table 1 
Fueling Characteristics of Large Area Fires 

Fire Diam. 
(ft) 

Fire Area 
(fta) 

Fuel Volume 
(gal) 

Fuel Density 
(gal/ft2) 

Avg. Fuel Depth 
(in.) 

30 

42.5 

75 

106 

700 

1400 

4400 

9000 

300 

500 

1400 

3800 

0.425 

0.358 

0.320 

0.422 

0.68 

0.57 

0.51 

0.68 

Test Site 

A large working area was graded as level as possible on a heavy clay site. Once 
this soil had been thoroughly wetted with water it became impervious to permeation by 
the fuels. The individual fire pits were made within this working area as desired by 
raising earthen dikes about four inches high. After each dike had been completed, the 
interior area was further leveled and smoothed by the firemen using shovels and large 
squeegee boards. Sand was added as fill material as required for the low spots revealed 
by flooding with water. At the conclusion of each test, the foam-fuel residue was flushed 
from the pit toward a drainage ditch at one edge. Further use of squeegee boards insured 
a clean pit before fueling for the succeeding test. 

In order to provide as much comparability as possible between the data at Miramar 
and that from FAA tests, an obstacle of a similar type was placed in the center of the 
pit (7). This obstacle introduced a source of hot metal and also created a shadowed area 
for flames and a bare fuel surface. The obstacle was formed by welding nine steel 55-gal 
drums end to end in the form of a cross lying horizontally. With the exception of the 
first tests, which were designed to eliminate the human element, all fires were run on 
circular areas with the obstacle. Figure 14 is an overall view of atypical test arrangement. 

Fig. 14 - Overall view of a typical test site arrangement. 
Nine steel 55-gal drums welded together in the form of a 
cross were used as an obstacle in the center of the test area. 
The timing clock is located in the foreground. The radiom¬ 
eter set-up is shown at the near right edge of the test area. 
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Instrumentation 

In providing the instrumentation lor the Miramar tests, it was again planned to work 
along the lines of the FAA arrangement. Their previous test program had proven the Heat 
Technology Laboratory radiometers to be satisfactory for large-scale fire testing, an. 
two similar radiometers were purchased from the same source for the Miramar tests. ■* 
This model has a sapphire window to protect the sensor and is constructed to read radi¬ 
ant energy and not convective heat input. Connections were made to the rear of the 
instrument to provide a gas purge supply to flush the front of the window and prevent it 
from becoming sooted-up, and to provide a cooling water supply for the heat sink. The 
radiometer had an electrical output signal of 10 mV when exposed to a radiation flux of 
30 Btu/ft’/sec. Each unit had a conical field of view of 90 degrees, and for each fire 
they were positioned 9 ft above the ground and aimed toward the fire pattern so as to 
fill the cone of reception with the flames insofar as possible. Figure 15 is a close-up 
view of the radiometer and its mounting on a pipe stand. 

A second type of radiometer was also used during the tests. This unit, a Honeywell 
“Radiamatic,” was of the thermopile type with a lens system to provide a narrow-angle 
field. This latter feature enabled it to be located a great distance back from the fire and 
thus eliminate many of the problems of running electrical leads and other services into 
the fire zone. 

A portable wind speed and direction station capable of transmitting appropriate 
electrical signals to a dc recorder was set up near the fire. The two elements are 
shown in Fig. 16. A continuous record of wind velocity and direction was made through¬ 
out each fire test. 

Fig. 15 - Close-up view of the radi¬ 
ometer and its pipe-stand mounting 
Pick-up unit required gas purging for 
window and water cooling of heat sink. 

Fig. 16 - O V e r a 11 view of portable 
wind-speed and direction instrumen¬ 
tation which fed into master recorder 

The outputs of all primary elements of the instruments were fed into appropriate 
amplifiers and then into a Honeywell “Visicorder" multichannel oscillograph. The 
adjustment provided through the amplifiers made it possible to obtain full chart-width 

«Heat Technology Laboratory, Inc., Huntsville, Alabama; model GRW 3072 PT. 
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deflection for each signal for the level being received on each transducer. For example, 
the maximum signal of the radiometer was 10 mV output for a radiation level of 30 Btu/ft V 
sec, but the maximum radiation output of a freely burning spill fire is only about 3 Btu/ft3/ 
sec, or 3 mV output. By increasing the gain in the amplifier, the tracing on the recorder 
chart could be moved all the way across the six-inch cInert width for this amount of radi¬ 
ation flux. This step made for maximum ease and accuracy in reading out the results of 
each test. Chart speed during the fires was 1 in./sec. Six channels were recorded 
simultaneously during the fires: wind direction, wind speed, fuel temperature and the 
three radiometers outputs. The instrumentation center as set up in a trailer is shown in 
Fig. 17. A typical section of Visicorder chart with the six traces is shown in Fig. 18. 

Fig. 17 - The instrumentation center, mounted 
in a trailer near the fire test area 

Photographic Coverage 

A 16-mm motion picture camera was located on an elevated platform in order to 
obtain a continuous photographic coverage of each fire. The camera was electrically 
driven and used 400-ft film magazines. A zoom lens made it possible to Include full-width 
firs coverage at the start of each extinguishment and still obtain close-up details of areas 
of special interest as the extinguishing process progressed. The camera was usually 
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located about 45 degrees off the upwind point of the fire area to minimize obscuration 
from both the smoke and the fire-fighting vehicle. The timer was kept within the field of 
view during the extinguishment and as much as possible during all other periods. 

A 70-mm Hulser still camera was located adjacent to the movie camera, where it 
could be started by the same operator. This camera automatically shoots a series of 
still pictures on a 100-ft-long roll of film at predetermined timed intervals. For these 
tests the exposures were made every two seconds. 

All photographic recording was done with color film. The motion picture film was 
Ektachrome Commercial and the still film Ektacolor S. 

Visual Observation 

An observer with a portable tape recorder made a tape record of all events during 
each fire test. During extinguishment, he made running estimates of the amount of fire 
area extinguished, using the master timer or a stop watch synchronized to the same 
time base. At the conclusion of each fire the comments of other participants in the test 
were also recorded. 

Timer 

The perennial problem of getting a readable time scale on the photographic record 
was solved for these tests by purchasing an electrical digital timer and scoreboard as 
used for sports events. The 18-in.-tall digits, configured with light bulbs, read out time 
by seconds to a total of 60 minutes. A second cluster of similar lighted digits, normally 
used for indicating score, was utilized to indicate the fire-test number. The time could 
be started, stopped, and reset, and the test number set by means of a portable, remote- 
control box on a 200-ft-long cable. The large size of the numbers made it possible to 
locate the timer a safe distance back from the heat of fire and still be readable in the 
field of view of the cameras. 

The procedures for starting the clock for zero time varied somewhatover the testing 
period. When using avgas as a fuel, the spread of flame was very rapid. There was no 
appreciable lag between ignition, and full fire intensity and the clock was started upon 
ignition. However, with the jet fuel the flame spread was very slow, and the preburn time 
period was started only after the entire pit was aflame. In some of the jet-fuel fires the 
clock was started at ignition, and some on 100-percent ñame coverage. All timing of 
events for all observers and instrumentation was based on this master timer. 

FIRE-TEST DATA 

Small-Scale Fires 

The smallest scale fire tests run for the purpose of obtaining data for Light Water 
have been done on an indoor 28-ft* steel pan, 6 ft in diameter, and 4 in. in depth. The 
foam applied was from a special air-aspirating nozzle with a liquid-flow capacity of 2.0 
gpm at 100 pslg nozzle pressure. It was one of a type designed by National Foam System 
Inc. to simulate the standard 6-gpm test nozzle used for protein foam in Federal Specifi¬ 
cation O-F-555, in order to permit foam testing on a smaller scale. The straight stream 
discharge from the nozzle was directed across the fire pan against a low backboard and 
allowed to flow back across the fuel surface in the same manner as in the 10 * 10 ft 
specification test. This type of foam application intentionally did not represent the spray 
application normally used in aircraft fire fighting, because it was desired to have a fire 
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test which would reflect wider usage than just aircraft fires. The single-point: application 
was considered to be less efficient than a spray application, based on the amount of agent 
required to extinguish. 

During the application of foam to the fire, an observer made visual estimates as to 
the rate of extinguishment. (Accumulation of smoke within the enclosure, where ventila¬ 
tion was restricted to reduce wind variables, precluded the use of thermal radiation de¬ 
vices.) Agent application continued at the O.OT-gpm/ft“ rate until the flames had been 
completely extinguished. This procedure generated data for evaluating separately the 
fire knock-down ability, as well as the abilHy to fuse into a tight fuel covering and seal 
against hot metal. After extinguishment, an 8-in.-diameter metal pan containing burning 
gasoline was placed in the center of the 6-ft pan. The time at which fire spread outward 
over 20 percent of the originally foam-covered fuel was used as a measure of burnback 
resistance. Because the time required to burn the foam off was in part dependent on the 
amount of foam required to extinguish the fire, a factor was also computed which gave 
the minutes of burnback resistance obtainable through application of one gallon of water 
per square foot of fuel surface. Using the above criteria, many experimental formulations 
of Light Water were compared to protein foams for their fire performance and dry chem¬ 
ical compatibility. 

A summary of averaged values for those tests which were related to those conducted 
at Miramar on a basis of fuel and agent are given in Table 2: 

Table 2 
Comparative Performance of Agents on 28 ft“* Indoor 

JP-5 and Gasoline Fires 

Fuel Agent 
(6% solution) 

Water Req’d. 
to Exting. 
(gal/ft2 ) 

Relative fire 
“Knock-down”* 

Burnback 
Factor 

(min/gal/ft2) 

Burnback 
Time 
(min) 

Gas FC-194 
Protein 

0.130 
0.286 

14 
34 

60 
63 

8 
18 

JP-5 FC-194 
Protein 

0.073 
0.20 

14 
27 

110 
115 

8 
22 

“•■The relative fire “knock-down” values were determined by first plotting a 
curve of percentage of fire area remaining against time and then measuring 
the area under the curve with the aid of a planimeter. The number is the total 
area in square inches. 

Stationary Single Ground Pattern 

A short preliminary discharge of foam from the MB-5 turret in its full-spray posi¬ 
tion elevated 30 degrees above the horizontal served to define the dike location for a 
maximum size fire area without the necessity of moving the turret. This step was 
designed to eliminate the human influence and technique of turret manipulation. The 
fire area was roughly elliptical in shape, with a longitudinal axis of 30 ft and a cross 
axis of 18 ft, 14 ft distant from the turret. The total fire area was 480 ft2, which with 
the tux'ret-flow rate of 250 gpm, resulted in an application rate of 0.56 gpm/ft2, a rela¬ 
tively high rate. Agent was applied in each case until the fire was judged to be extin¬ 
guished. The average results, based on at least two fires for each condition, are 
summarized in Table 3: 
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Tat)le 3 
Comparative Performance of Agents on Single Ground 
Pattern Fires, 450 It , Application Rate 0,56 gpm/ff 

Fuel Agent 
Water Density 

Req’d for Extinguishment 
(gal/ft2 ) 

Avgas Light Water Foam 
Protein Foam 

0.050 
0.125 

JP-5 Light Water Foam 
Protein Foam 

0.028 
0.088 

Moving Double Pattern 

The second phase of the ‘dehumanized” fire testing involved making a long, rectang¬ 
ular fire area whose width was the same as the length of the turret pattern used in the 
previous single pattern test, 30 ft. The length of the new area was 36 ft, twice the width 
of the previous single pattern. By driving the MB-5 alongside this area while directing 
the turret out at 90 degrees to the path of travel, the fire could be extinguished in a 
progressive and dynamic manner, but still free from the element of variable human 
technique. The forward speed of the vehicle controlled the density of application, and a 
maximum speed was determined which would just extinguish the area as the foam pattern 
swept past. The results of these tests are given in Table 4: 

Table 4 
Comparative Performance of Agents Discharged 

From a Moving MB-5, 1080 ft* Fire Area 

Fuel Agent 
(6% solution) 

Vehicle 
Speed 

(ft/sec) 

Water Density 
Req'd for Extinguishment 

(gal/ft2) 

Avgas FC-194 
Protein 

3.0 
1.5 

0.070 
0.142 

JP-5 FC -194 
Protein 

6.8 
2.3 

0.031 
0.093 

Large Area Fires 

The sizes for the large fires were chosen to provide a wide range of agent application 
rates, because the inflexibility of the equipment would not permit a varied application rate 
on a single size fire. It was desired to study the effect of application rate on the amount 
of agent required for control and extinguishment of the fire, as well as the time it took 
to control the fire. The areas were selected to approximately double in area, (or halve 
the application rate) for each step. Tests were continued until it was judged thaï the 
maximum area had been reached for the agent application rate and amount of agent 
available. 

The first step toward reducing the data from the fire tests was to convert the milli¬ 
volt values on the original oscillograph recordings into units of radiation, temperature, 
etc. A section of original chart from a typical test is shown in Fig. 18. 

Variations in wind and other outdoor conditions apparently caused differences in the 
intensity of radiation before start of agent application. It was believed that the best 
technique to handle this situation would be to normalize the values for each fire. By this 
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ily selected as being the time required to attain a ^ p orocedure in which control 
radiation level for that particular fire. This is in con rast to a Pr°fndu„r!..lVt 2%1 

!SÄ; »SSsSSSSäv 
establish a physioiogical frame of refere ^lerated ln normal street clothing for 
soc, it has been reported that this value Aftor* aKrmt 900 qec third decree 
Soil 50 sec before ertreme pain would be experienced After about 200 sec degree 
burns would result on the unprotected portions of skin fö). 

Fimire 19 illustrates and compares the radiation-reduction curves observed from 
two tesUires bV the three different types of different sensors; these typical of the 
rm^ndefof thl tests A wind-direction change, during an early fire »TL 
radiometer was immersed In flames for a period long enough to burn off the electrical 
connections and render It useless for the remainder of the program. 

We have always held that the seriousness of a fire was a function of size in terms 

were re^fog eqùmbril .ire couditions wifoin about 30 sec o. ignition, iong before the 
burning rate could have reached its steady state with JP-5. 

A study of the motion-picture record and the time-lapse photographs also revealed 
that fhfrïiometer reading's could be misleading at times as to the amount of fire 
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remaining during extinguishment. An example of this fault was found in test 37. In this 
instance the diameter of the pit was 75 ft, corresponding to an area of 4400 ft2. The con¬ 
trol point, or 10 percent of initial fire, therefore, would have been a fire of 440 ft2. A 
photograph taken at the exact time the radiometer reading indicated 10 percent fire is 
shown as Fig. 20. Obviously, this fire was not 440 ft2 in size. 

It was concluded that the most significant value for 90-percent control time was one 
arrived at by making a judgment based on radiometer value, visual observation motion 
pictures, and photographic record. In by far of the majority of cases this method pre¬ 
sented no problem, because all methods were in good agreement. Only in a few isolated 
cases was either the radiometer or visual method found to have wide variation. A 
simüar composite best val up was also arrived at for fire-extinguishment time. This 
latter figure called for mor udgment than selecting the control time, because a variety 
of techniques and agents were experimented with to extinguish the fire once control had 
been established. Table 5 summarizes the data derived from the large area fires. 

Fire Tests Using Light Water and Purple-K-Powder 
Applied Simultaneously 

The fire test made on the 75-ft-diameter area indicated poor total range and narrow 
pattern spread of foam from the Light Water turret nozzle on the 06X vehicle. For this 

f,inal combined-aKent test was conducted using the Light Water turret on the 
MB-5 vehicle in combination with the dry chemical turret nozzle on the 06X, with the 
two vehicles Dulled un aloncrsiHA paph nthor af fhc» 4-u« rni.« J._ X 

LW PKP 
Agent Discharge Rate: 

Application Rate: 

Application Time, sec: 

Control Time, sec: 

Exting. Time, sec: 

Total Agent Used, Control: 

Exting.: 

Combined Total Agent Used, Control: 

Exting.: 

0.019 gal/ft2 

0.045 

48 

20 

48 

250 gpm 

0.056 gal/min/ft 

0.308 lb/ft2 

0.565 lb/ft2 

0.15 lb/ft2 

0.19 

26 

20 

48 

32 Ib/sec 

0.0073 lb/sec/ft2 

“Burnback” Resistance of Agent to Reignition 

to ignition, and subsequently the rate of spread of fire across or into the blanket 
evaluated by qualitative observation. 
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Fig. 20 - Progress of fire extinguishment-at this point a 
visual estimate of percent remaining fire was 3 percent 
(130 ft2), while the radiation level indicated by the radi¬ 
ometer was 10 percent (440 ft2). 

Table 5 
Control and Extinguishment Times for Large Area Fires 

Fire Size 
Agent 

Application 
Rate 

(gal/min/ft2) 
Fuel 

Control 
Time 
(sec) 

Exting. 
Time 
(sec) 

Amount of Agent 
Diam. 
(ft) 

Area 
(ft*) 

Control 
(gal/ft2) 

Exting. 
(gal/ft2) 

30 

42.5 

75 

106 

700 

1400 

4400 

9000 

LW 
Prot 
LW 
Prot 

Prot 
LW 
LW 
Prot 
Prot 
LW 

LW 
Prot 
LW 
Prot 
LW 
LW 

LW 
Prot 

LLW_ 

0.36 
0.36 
0.36 
0.36 

0.177 
0.177 
0.177 
0.177 
0.177 
0.177 

0.057 
0.057 
0.057 
0.057 
0.043(2) 
0.041(3) 

0.028 
0.028 
0.021(2) 

Avgas 
Avgas 
JP-5 
JP-5 

JP-5 
JP-5 
JP-5 
JP-5 
Avgas 
Avgas 

JP-5 
JP-5 
Avgas 
Avgas 
JP-5 
Avgas 

JP-5 
JP-5 
JP-5 

9 
12 

6 
9 

12 
8 
9 

10 
22 
14 

18 
25 
19 
57 
44 
38 

37 
42 
46 

11 
22 

9 
14 

(1) 
(1) 
15 
15 
46 
20 

29 
55 
37 
90 
65 
85 

75 
90 
91 

0.053 
0.071 
0.035 
0.053 

0.035 
0.024 
0.027 
0.029 
0.065 
0.041 

0.017 
0.024 
0.018 
0.054 
0.030 
0.026 

0.017 
0.020 
0.016 

0.065 
0.240 
0.047 
0.083 

(1) 
(1) 

0.044 
0.044 
0.135 
0.059 

0.026 
0.052 
0.035 
0.085 
0.044 
0.044 

0.035 
0.043 
0.031 

Notes: 
1. Unorthodox technique for extinguishing did not produce comparable results. 
2. Rockwood aspirating nozzle . 
3. 06X nozzle with Kefrigeri*nt-12. 
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DISCUSSION 

Small-Scale Fire Results 

Examining the results of the small-scale fire data shown in Table 2, it is first seen 
that Light Water had the same fire “knockdown” characteristic, or speed of initial fire 
suppression, on gasoline, 14, that it did on JP-5. However, nearly twice the amount of 
Light Water agent, 0.073 to 0.13 gal/ft , was required to achieve complete extinguish¬ 
ment of the lower-flashpoint gasoline. This increase occurred because of the difficulty 
in extinguishing the small, isolated, flickering fires which persisted around the hot metal 
sides of the pan. This is characteristic of low-flash point fuels. The burnback times for 
Light Water were the same on both fuels (eight minutes), but the burnback factor was 
considerably higher with JP-5, 110 compared to 60, because much less water had been 
applied. 

Protein foam both knocked down and extinguished the JP-5 fire somewhat more 
easily than the gasoline fire but not with as large differences as were found with Light 
Water. Apparently the fuel volatility was not as influential in the case of protein foam. 
The burnback factor with JP-5 (115) was twice that on gasoline (63). 

In comparing the two fuels on all three criteria of fire knockdown, extinguishment, 
and burnback, it was judged that the JP-5 was an easier fuel to cope with than gasoline. 
The greatest difference was in burnback and the least difference in fire knockdown. 

In comparing the two agents, it may be seen that Light Water had twice the 
fire-knockdown capability (14 to 27), and three times in density the advantage over pro¬ 
tein (0.073 to 0.20 gal/fta), in extinguishing the fire when used on JP-5 fuel. When using 
gasoline as the fuel, the knockdown capability advantage remained at twice as fast for 
Light Water; however, the comparative density advantage in extinguishing decreased 
from 3 to 1 for JP-5 to 2 to 1 for giisoline. The Light Water and protein foam were 
equal in burnback factor on both fuels, although the burnback times were considerably 
longer for the protein foam. By way of summary, then, in small-scale fire tests, Light 
Water was found to be twice or more as effective as protein foam. It was also concluded 
that Light Water did not demonstrate any greater weakness than protein foam in forming 
a fuel-vapor-tight seal against the hot metal sides of the test pan. 

Stationary Single Ground Pattern, Field Fire Tests 

The water-application densities required to extinguish these fires were summarized 
in Table 3. It is seen that almost twice as much Light Water was required to extinguish 
the fire when using avgas as the fuel as when using JP-5, whereas protein foam required 
about 30 percent more. Comparing agents, Light Water had a 3-to-l superiority over 
protein on JP-5 and a 2.5-to-l superiority on avgas in application density. 

Although the ratios of superiority of Light Water over protein foam were preserved 
in moving up in fire area from the small-scale 28 ft2 fire to the 450 ft2 fire, the agent 
application density requirements were reduced to approximately 40 percent. The turret 
spray pattern cf agent application in the larger fire was undoubtedly more efficient than 
the straight stream used in the small test fire, but it was surprising that the “mass 
action” of the larger fire did not more than offset this factor. The metal pan used in the 
small-scale fire was probably an additional factor in increasing the agent requirement. 
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Moving-Pattern Fire Results, Field Fire Tests 

The water-density values for extinguishing the moving-pattern fires axe summarized 
in Table 4. Here again the Light Water showed a 2-to-l superiority over protein foam 
on avgas and a 3-to-^superiority on JP-5 fuel. Thus, the relative ratios were preserved 
exactly from the 28 ft fire, an extension in fire area of 40 times. 

All water-application-density requirements were up slightly from those of the sta¬ 
tionary ground-pattern fires, possibly because of some wastage at the ends of the fire 
area. 

Large-Area Field Fire Tests 

Some explanation is necessary in order to appreciate fully the values presented in 
Table 5. The “control*’ data were obtained, as explained previously, by arriving at a 90- 
percent-extinguished figure by radiometers, visual observation, and/or photographic 
coverage. (In almost all test fires the 90-percent-extinguished level represented a 
radiation level of 0.2 Btu/ftVsec.) This degree oi fire extinguishment was obtained 
solely through manipulation of the agent from the vehicle turret to the operator’s best 
ability. The vehicle was not moved once it had taken its position and agent application 
commenced, although the vehicle had the capability of moving and pumping simultaneously. 

When 99-100-percent of the fire had been extinguished, the turret was shut down 
and the 30-gpm foam handline, the 4 lb/sec Purple-K handline, or a 30-lb Purple-K port¬ 
able extinguisher were brought into play in varied combinations and sequences to extin¬ 
guish the remaining fire. The exact techniques used varied from fire to fire, according 
to the desires of the fire fighters and the whim of the test directors to “experiment.” 
In general the secondary means were quite adequate and much more conserving of 
agent than prolonged turret usage in the “mop-up” phases of fire extinguishment. 
Usually the amount of agent used for the mop-up was insignificant and was not calculated 
into the application density for extinguishment. However, in at least one instance, where 
protein foam was being used on avgas, complete extinguishment was difficult to 
achieve, and an significant volume of foam was required from the handline. Continued 
mixing and burning of fuel and foam is a basic problem with protein foam and especially 
with avgas. 

Purple-K was found to be an effective and efficient clean-up or secondary agent, 
although in some instances a compatibility situation can develop when protein base foam 
is used as the primary agent. 

The values from Table 5 summarizing the large-area tests have been plotted in 
several different ways in order to make the comparison of agents and fuels easier. 
Figures 21 and 22 afford a comparison of the two agents, Light Water and protein foam, 
in establishing control of the fires involving JP-5 and avgas fuels respectively. In both 
figures isogram lines have been drawn in to indicate the multiple relative values for Light 
Water. For example, in Fig. 21, the isogram labeled “150 percent Light Water” denotes 
150 percent of the actual Light Water application density values (50 percent more agent) 
required to attain 90-percent control of the fire. From the relative positions of the 
protein-foam curve and the 150-percent Light Water isogram, it is seen the protein foam 
required slightly under 50 percent more agent on JP-5 fuel at all application rates used. 

From Fig. 21 it is immediately evident that as the rate of application was reduced 
(through the use of increasing fire areas), the application densities of agent required were 
also reduced for both agents. This again is somewhat surprising, as it is normally 
expected that the larger fires would require more agent per unit area. 
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Fig. 21 - Water application density required for fire control 
with varied application rates on JP-5 fuel 
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Fig. 22 - Water application density required for fire control 
with varied application rates on avgas fuel 

Referring to Fig. 22, where results on avgas are plotted, it may be observed that 
the application densities for protein foam did not drop appreciably with the lower appli¬ 
cation rates. For this reason, the superiority of Light Water over protein gradually 
increased, so that it required three times as much protein foam to attain fire control at 
an application rate of 0.057 gal/min/ft2. 

Figure 23 compares the water-application densities of protein foam and Light Water 
that were required to extinguish the JP-5 test fires. The relationships here are rather 
irregular; however, in general, protein required about 50 percent more agent, which is 
the same ratio as for 90-percent fire control previously shown in Fig. 21. In ïig. 
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Fig. 23 - Water application density required for fire extin 
g-dshment with varied application rates on JP-5 fuel 
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pjgt 24 - Water application density required for fire extin¬ 
guishment with varied application rates on avgas 

comparable values are given lor extinguishing avgas fuel lires Here 
found to require approximately 250 to 350 percent additional wa er eus 

Water. 

In summary, then, protein foam was found to require 
Kin rv»re»nt hißher than Lieht Water to control and to extinguish JP-a fuel tires, wnen 
ÄlÄ^tueT protein loam was lotmd to 
40 to 300 percent higher than Light Water to control «and 250 to H titPh riiffprPnt rates of 
extinguish The wide range of variation found with avgas occurs with different rates of 

application. 
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Fig. 25 - Thermal radiation during extinguishment of 
JP-5 fire by HTL radiometer 

Comparing Extinguishment Processes of the Agents Tested 

In the observation of fires during their extinguishment, it was obvious that the dimi¬ 
nution of flame followed different characteristics. The arbitrary selection of a2 single 
point at which a certain reduced radiation level is achieved, such as 0.2 Btu/ft /sec, 
10 percent of the maximum, or some other value, may well represent the time at which 
rescue proceedings can be safely started. However, the total quantity of thermal radia¬ 
tion generated up to this point is also important to the integrity of the aircraft and its 
contents. This total quantity is the product of multiplying time by radiation intensity. 
This is informally referred to as “rate of fire knockdown." 

Figure 25 traces the thermal radiation levels recorded by an HTL radiometer during 
the application of agents to two 4400-ft JP-5 fires. The vertical scale is given in terms 
of percent of the maximum radiation intensity recorded before agent application was 
started. It is seen that the radiation was cut off much more sharply upon the application 
of Light Water, and when it had achieved a radiation reduction down to 10 percent (0.2 
Btu/ft Vsec), protein foam had only achieved an 85-percent level. By determining the 
areas under such curves with a planimeter, the total radiation emitted during agent 
application may be expressed and the relative effectiveness of the two agents calculated 
from the ratio of thermal outputs. From Fig. 25, the thermal output from the fire extin¬ 
guished with protein foam was 2.2 times that for Light Water. When the agents were 
compared for effectiveness on a basis of time required to achieve 90-percent fire control, 
the protein foam required 1.6 times the time of agent application time for Light Water. 
Thus, the Light Water may be said to have achieved better radiation control than would 
be indicated by simply considering the time for attaining the single point of 90-percent 
fire control. 

The complete extinguishment times are also noted on the curve, although they were 
not established by the radiometer but rather by visual observation. On the basis of 
extinguishing time, the protein foam required 1.7 times as long as the application of 
Light Water. 

The rate of diminution of radiation is seen to decrease rapidly after the 10-percent 
level had been reached and a disproportionate amount of agent, 60 to 70 percent of that 
required to extinguish aie first 90 percent of fire, was required to complete extinguishment 
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Fig. 26 - Thermal radiation during extinguishment of 
avgas fire by HTL radiometer 

of the last 10 percent of fire. Expressed in another way, 30 to 40 percent of the agent was 
applied in extinguishing the last 10 percent of the fire. The use of agent from the turret 
becomes very inefficient toward the end and serves mainly to agitate the fuel and foam 
rat.ter than form a coherent, sealing blanket. 

Comparable radiation-reduction curves for two avgas fires are given in Fig. 26. In 
this particular test the total heat release down to 90-percent fire control with protein foam 
was 2.0 times that for Light Water. The agent application time to the 90-percent fire-control 
point for protein foam was 2.7 times that for Light Water, and agent application time to com¬ 
plete extinguishment for protein foam was 2.4 times that for Light Water. Again , approxi¬ 
mately 40 percent of the agent applied was used to extinguish the final 10 percent of fire area. 

The Role of Fuel 

Data from Table 5 have been extracted and plotted in Figs. 27, 28, 29, and 30, with 
isograms for a closer examination of the role of fuel in the large circular area fires. 
Figure 27 shows the application densities of water with protein foam required to achieve 
90-percent fire control, and it may be observed that the avgas fuel took varied additional 
amounts of agent over JP-5. 

The amount of agent that avgas required increased from 135 percent of that for JP-5 
as the application rate was reduced and the test became more severe, until at the lowest 
application rate 225 percent was required. A different type of relationship occurred 
when these tests were repeated with Light Water, as shown in Fig. 28. Here avgas took 
only about 150 percent more agent than JP-5, and this difference was almost independent 
of the application rate. 

A similar pair of curves is given by Figs. 29 and 30, which are based on the fire- 
extinguishing time rather than the 90-percent control time. First, it should be observed 
that the Light Waler agent, a* also shown previously, was less affected by the more 
volatile gasoline and required less additional agent than the protein foam did. Secondly, 
it is seen that the percentage increase with protein foam agent is greater at the higher 
application rates. This, of course, is just the opposite of the effect noted with 90-percent 
fire control shown by Fig. 27. 
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In summary, it may be said Light Water required approximately a 50-percent higher 
application density to coni rol or to extinguish avgas than JP-5, regardless of the applica- 
tion rate. Protein required a minimum of 50-percent higher application density and up to 
200 percent more, depending on the conditions. Achieving complete fire extinguishment 
was always accomplished with Light Water with lesser additional amounts of application. 
This is attributable to its highly oleophobic nature. 
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Fig, 28 - Water application density required for fire 
control with Light Water on avgas and JP-5 fuels 
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Fig. 29 - Water application density required for fire extin¬ 
guishment with protein foam on avgas and JP-5 fuel 

Fig. 30 - Water application density required for fire extin¬ 
guishment with Light Water on avgas and JP-5 fuels 

At this point it is of interest to go back and compare these differences in fuels with 
those observed in the previous tests. It was found in the small-scale indoor test, the 
single-pattern test, and the moving-pattern test that all held the ratio of twice as much 
protein foam required as Light Water on gasoline, and three Limes as much protein as 
Light Water on JP-5 for extinguishment. The large circular fire tests materially altered 
these ratios (Figs. 23 and 24); protein required 2.5 to 3.5 times the amount of Light Water 
on gasoline, and only 1.5 times on JP-5. The cause of this reversal, wherein Light Water 
went from the greater advantage on JP-5 to a greater advantage on avgas, is not evident, 
but it does weaken the feeling of confidence in the earlier and smaller-scale tests. The 
size of the fire area, on the other hand, is not the only factor involved, because there 
was a considerable overlap; the moving-pattern test involved 1000 fta, while the smallest 
outdoor area test involved 700 ft , and the reversal was very pronounced between these 
two test areas. 
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Relationship of Water Application Rate and Application Density 

All through the history of the work done on fire-fighting foams, as well as other 
agents, for that matter, minimum application density has been a criterion for expressing 
the efficacy of an agent. Here, the agent which requires the least material to extinguish 
a unit area of fire is taken to be the best. In order to properly interpret the application- 
density results, it is essential that the rate of application per unit area also be stated. 
High application rates mask inherent differences in agents, hence the most significant 
resolution between agents is obtained at the application rates at which the agent is just 
on the edge of being capable of fire extinguishment. 

Theoretically, as the rate of agent application is lowered, the application density to 
obtain fire control is increased because the agent is subject to more exposure and thus 
destruction from the heat. Finally, a point is reached at which the agent is destroyed 
as fast as it is being added, and fire control is impossible no matter how high the applica¬ 
tion density ultimately provided. Just above this application rate is the minimum critical 
rate. If a higher application rate is used, the application density becomes lower; however, 
a point is soon approached at which the agent is being wasted, because it cannot be dis¬ 
tributed rapidly enough, and “overkill” results. Beyond this the application density con¬ 
tinues to rise. This creates a characteristic “U” shaped curve, the bottom of which 
describes the most efficient (using minimum amount of agent) rate at which to add agent. 
Outside of fixed fire-fighting systems for fixed-area hazards, this point cannot be designed 
for. In aircraft fire fighting, for example, the size of the fuel area varies widely and one 
never knows just where on the application-rate curve his particular application rate will 
occur. Certainly, he hopes it will be above the minimum critical rate. 

The application rate-application density curves have been plotted in Figs. 21, 22, 23 
and 24, showing data for both 90-percent fire control and complete fire extinguishment. 
In all figures, except for one point in Fig. 23, and this is believed to be an experimental 
error, there was no indication in these tests that the application rate every reached the 
minimum critical. This is true even though the application rates reached as low as 0.028 
gal/min/ft , by normal st andards a very low value. Thus, one of the main objectives of 
the program was not satisfactorily achieved, that of determining the minimum critical 
rates of protein foam and Light Water on large-scale fires. 

The foregoing data are of benefit in providing guidance in establishing adequate air¬ 
port fire protection, using foam equipment of this design. Once the magnitude of aircraft 
fuel spill area nas been established from fuel loadings and other factors, the total rate 
of agent application sufficient to extinguish the fire can be calculated. The minimum ap 
plication rate might indeed be less. However, the time element must also be taken into 
consideration. Designing to the minimum critical application rate, or even the efficient 
application rate, may prolong the time for fire control and extinguishment perhaps past 
the point of successful personnel rescue from aircraft. 

Consideration of the time element can best be accomplished by plotting the data from 
Table 5 in the form of time versus application rate. The pair of curves in Fig. 31 are 
for the 90-percent fire-control time of protein foam and Light Water, run on avgas fuel. 
In Fig. 32 there are two pairs of curves given, one for the two agents and one for the two 
fuels, based on complete extinguishment times. 

The arrangement of data in Figs. 31 and 32, with time of control or extinguishment 
plotted as a function of application rate, appears to throw a different light on the subject 
of critical application rate. We now have a feeling of alarm at the precipitous rise in 
control and extinguishing times at low application rates. From the trend of these curves 
it appears that the minimum critical application has almost been reached. The curves 
of Figs. 21-24, on the contrary, exhibited no such rise, and gave no suggestion that the 
minimum critical application rate was near at hand. 
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60 

Fig. 31 - Ninety-percent fire-control time as a function of 
application rate on avgas 

Fig. 32 - Fire-extinguishment time as a function of 
application rate on avgas and JP-5 

In a comparison of Light Water with protein foam, the behavior at application rates 
approaching the minimum critical one is particularly significant if one is concerned with 
very large fires or with the maximum size fire that can be successfully attacked with 
given equipment. Then the sustained margin of superiority of Light Water over protein 
foam 3 to 1 for control of avgas fire and 2 to 1 for extinguishment of JP-5, takes on 
striking importance. 

It also should be noted that relatively high application rates were reached before any 
appreciable leveling off in times takes place. In the case of 90-percent fire-control time 
it can be seen that an application rate approaching 0.24 gal/min/fta was required. For 
fire areas of any magnitude, attaining this rate would present a considerable problem 
with respect to the logistics of getting sufficient water to the scene and discharging it 
rapidly enough. b 6 
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For example, the absolute minimum fuel areas which must be secured in connection 
with aircraft incidents have been estimated by the NFPA Future Planning and Programs 
Subcommittee (Aviation Fire and Rescue Committee) to be on the order of 8500 ft2 for 
a 727 aircraft and 13,500 ft2 for a “stretched* DC-8. (This includes fuselage length plus 
25 ft on each side of fuselage.) In order to gain rapid fire control an application rate of 
0.24 gal/m in/ft2 would require total flows 2000 and 3300 gal/m in from the responding 
equipment. 

Indoor Tests and Outdoor Tests 

The application densities recorded for extinguishment of the large fire areas ranged 
down to 0,026 and 0.036 gal/ft2 for Light Water on JP-5 and avgas respectively, and 
0.043 and 0.084 gal/ft2 for protein foam on JP-5 and avgas respectively. In general, 
these values would be considered low, especially for low application rates. Fire¬ 
extinguishing application densities from the small-scale indoor tests (Table 2) and appli¬ 
cation densities taken from Figs. 23 iuid 24 for the same application rate for the large 
area fires are summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6 
Application Density for Fire Extinguishment 

at Application Rate 0.07 gal/min/ft2 

Area Agent 
6% Solution Fuel Density 

(gal/ ft2) 

Density 
Ratio 

(28/3500) 

28 ft2 indoor 
3500 ft2* 

28 ft* indoor 
3500 ft2 

28 ft* indoor 
3500 ft2 

28 ft2 indoor 
3500 ft2 

FC-lSk 

FC-194 

Protein foam 

Protein foam 

gas 
Avgas 

JP-5 
JP-5 

gas 
Avgas 

JP-5 
JP-5 

0.130 
0.038 

0.073 
0.029 

0.286 
0.09 

0.20 
0.052 

3.4 

2.5 

3.2 

3.8 

*No actual fires were conducted on this size area. The density 
values were taken from the curves, which in effect were inter¬ 
polated to the desired application rate of 0.Q7 gal/min/ft2. 

The small-scale indoor test application densities indicate that the indoor test is a 
much more severe procedure, because of the consistently higher amounts of agent re¬ 
quired to extinguish the fire. As the ratios in the last column show, however, the 
relationships were quite uniform for both agents on both fuels, except for the Light Water 
on JP-5, which dropped off somewhat. These data are taken to mean that the indoor test 
is a good representation of actual aircraft fire-fighting practice; however, a coefficient 
is necessary to obtain absolute values for application densities. The indoor fire test 
was not designed specifically to simulate aircraft fire fighting, but rather an approach 
to “across-the-board* use of protein foam. It is easily conceivable that the test could 
be modified by using a spray application technique, metal-side cooling, etc., to obtain 
application densities equivalent to those found in the large fires. In any event the data 
from the large fires will serve as a much-needed basis for the development of future 
scaled-down aircraft fire testing. 
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The ratios for amounts of agent required for extinguishment of gasoline as compared 
to JP-5 fuel on the small indoor fires and the large outdoor fires were as follows: 

Protein Foam Light.Water 

1.4 

1.7 

Indoor gas/JP-5 1.8 

Outdoor gas/JP-5 1.3 

These ratios were based on the same application rate for both indoor and outdoor fires. 
From the variations of application densities versus application rate, these ratios might 
shift considerably. The ratios cited here are reasonably consistent, but they do show 
the same interesting inversion that Light Water requires relatively more agent on gaso¬ 
line when testing indoors, and protein foam requires relatively more agent when testing 
outdoors. 

Dual-Agent Extinguishing 

The results from the test wherein Light Water .uid Purple-K dry chemical were 
applied simultaneously in approximately equal quantities by weight from turrets used 
0.019 ral/ft* of Light Water to control the 75-ft-diameter (4400 it ) gasoline fire and 
0.045 gal/ft2 to extinguish. In addition, 0.15 lb/ft2 and 0.19 ib/ft of Purple-K were 
used. In a comparable fire using the Light Water by itself, the control density wits 0.018 
gal/ft2, and the extinguishing density was 0.035 gal/ft . Thus, it was concluded that the 
dry chemical in this test had no beneficial effect In lowering the control time or in 
reducing the amount of Light Water required, even though the total amount (by weight) 
of agent materials added per unit area was doubled until 90-percent fire control had been 
established. 

If the dual-agent technique using the Purple-K could not improve fire-fighting per¬ 
formance with gasoline as a fuel, it is reasoned that there would likewise be no effect 
with lower-volatility, higher-flash-point fuels. This fact, coupled with the greatly 
increased complexity of a large-capacity dual-system vehicle, does not make an attrac¬ 
tive proposition. It does not appear on earlier work as well as that at Miramar that the 
present Twinned Agent Unit should be scaled up in size; rather, larger quantities of 
Light Water should be teamed with lesser amounts of dry chemical and not discharged 
from unitized type nozzles. Dry chemical appears to be best suited for the tasks of 
extinguishing three-dimensional fires and extinguishing small, isolated fires from 4 lb/ 
sec handlines or portable extinguishers. 

Light Water and dry chemical agents are completely compatible and, therefore, 
no foam breakdown problems were encountered in the dual agent tests. Also serving to 
alleviate the compatibility problem is the wider usage of the kerosene type jet fuels. 
With low-volatility, high-flash-point fuel a “leaky” foam covering, such as a noncompatible 
dry chemical-protein foam tends to create, is not the hazard and problem that It is with 
gasoline-type fuels. 

Light-Water Foam Makers 

One of the original objectives of the Miramar tests was to determine the efficacy of 
Light Water as generated and applied from several different devices. The basic reference 
was taken to be Light Water blown with a refrigerant gas to form a stable foam using the 
system on the 06X vehicle. Compared to this were to be Light Water from the foam-pump 
system and Light Water from the aspirating foam nozzle. Because of last-minute changes 
In the test plan, foams were not run on a common fuel, and as a result a complete com¬ 
parison was not possible. Also, the flow rates of the three units were slightly different, 
which requires an adjustment in directly comparing time values. A summary using the 
most appropriate results Is given in Table 7. 
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Table 7 
Comparison of Light Water Performance in Three Foam Milkers 

Fuel 
Application 

Rate 
(gal/m in/fta ) 

Time Amount of Agent 
Cont. 
(sec) 

Exting. 
(sec) 

Control 
(gal/ft2) 

Exting. 
(gal/ft2) 

06X and Refrig.-12 
MB-5 Pump 

Air Aspirated 
MB-5 Pump 

Avgas 
Avgas 

JP-5 
JP-5 

0.043 
0.057 

0.021 
0.028 

38 
19 

46 
37 

65 
37 

91 
75 

0.026 
0.018 

0.016 
0.017 

0.044 
0.035 

0.031 
0.035 

In comparing the refrigerant-blown foam with the pump foam on avgas, it can be 
seen that the times for 90-percent fire control and fire extinguishment were higher for 
the blown foam than would normally be attributed to the lower application rate alone. 
The application densities were 20 to 30 percent lower for the pump foam. On the basis 
of these results, it was judged that the Light Water product as made and discharged from 
the foam-pump system on the MB-5 was equivalent to or better than Light Water solution 
blown with refrigerant from the turret nozzle oí lhe 06X. 

In comparing the aspirated Light Water foam with that from the foam pump, both 
control and extinguishing times were longer, but at these very low application rates the 
lower application rate for aspirated Light Water could fully account for them. The appli¬ 
cation densities for the aspirated product for both control and extinguishment were 
slightly less than for the foam-pump product. 

Although the tests showed aspirated and foam-pumped Light Water foams to be equal 
to refrigerant-blown foam, further development work is needed on nozzle design. Fire¬ 
fighting techniques were hampered by the lack of range and pattern adjustment with the 
aspirating nozzle. This handicap was understandable, since it was being employed in a 
manner for which it was never intended. The Cardox turret stream was also restricted 
in its performance, because the volume of foam was only about half its designed flow. 
An easily variable discharge pattern through a wide range of patterns is a must for good, 
effective fire fighting. The fact that Light Water worked as well as it did in the variety 
of equipment used is an indication of its great potential. 

Other Large-Scale Fire Tests 

Early in 1966 the FAA initiated an aircraft fire-extinguishing study to examine the 
role of application rate and the comparative action of a few selected agents other than 
Federal specification protein foam (7). The experimental work was done at the National 
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC) in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Since 
their experimental arrangements were similar- to those at Miramar, it would be expected 
that comparable data would result. Therefore, it is of interest to look at some of their 
early data presented in May 1966 at the NFPA Aviation Seminar (9). 

The foam-making equipment used at NAFEC was more versatile than that used at 
Miramar, and with multiple vehicles available they were able to run different foam- 
application rates on each of several fire-area sizes. It was found in their tests, as at 
Miramar, that the larger fires could be controlled with less agent than smaller fires, 
when using the same unit-area application rate. For this reason it is not possible to 
compare directly the data for application rates without considering the actual fire size 
involved. Thus, the number of comparable data points from Miramar are more or less 
limited to one point each on the NAFEC 40 ft diameter fires. These points are summarized 
in Table 8. it is believed that the absolute radiation levels used for determination of 
Control Time permit a direct comparison between sites. 
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Table 8 
Comparisons of Miramar and NAFEC Fire Data 

Site 
Fire Size 

Agent Fuel 
Application 

Rate 
(gal/min/fta ) 

Control 
Time 
(sec) 

Application 
Density 
(gal/fta) 

(ft) <fta) 

NAFEC 

Miramar 

Miramar 

40 

42.5 

42.5 

1250 

1400 

1400 

Protein 

Protein 

FC-194 

Jet A 

JP-5 

JP-5 

0.166 

0.177 

0.177 

38 

11 

8 

0.114 

0.03 

0.024 

Examination of the values in the table shows a considerable increase, 3.8 times, 
in the amount of protein foam required between Miramar and NAFEC to control 
the test fire. This increase is believed to be because of the differences in the systems 
used in making and applying the agent. The foam-pump system makes a higher expansion 
foam which, by virtue of its lower density, impacts the fuel with less momentum, result¬ 
ing in less splashing and fuel contamination. The wide, extremely diffused pattern from 
the turret provides large simultaneous area coverage and also contributes to a soft, 
highly effective application. Other factors, of course, could enter into these comparisons, 
and a final resolution cannot be made until the two foam systems are run side by side. 
The application densities for protein foam at NAFEC were 4.5 and 5.5 times those found 
at Miramar for Light Water. 

The results of the large-scale fire tests by the Fire Research Station in Great Britain 
have not yet been published. Their unofficial values for control of kerosene-type jet fuel 
with protein foam indicate even higher application densities than NAFEC, using an 875-fta 
fire area. 

The Miramar application densities for protein foam on avgas were much lower than 
those reported from Danish tests conducted at Kastrup Airport in Copenhagen by the 
Comit’e Technique International de Prevention and Extinction du Feu. Their results on 
4300-ft:* fires with an application rate of 0.13 gal/min/ft2 showed an application density 
of 0.26 gal/ft“ for fire extinguishment. A quite comparable test at Miramar showed an 
application density of only 0.085 gal/fta. 

Additional Comments on Fuels 

Subsequent to the completion of the Miramar fires, the differences in fuels have been 
examined further in the laboratory. In order to gather additional information a series of 
indoor fire tests using both Light Water and protein foam was conducted on JP-4, JP-5, 
avgas, and motor gas. The validity of the results of the comparisons obtained are some¬ 
what overshadowed by the findings on this subject discussed earlier in this report; however, 
the following relationships were found: 

Protein Foam Light Water 

Motor gas 100 100 

Avgas 108 115 

JP-4 191 134 

JP-5 143 176 

Each column is based on a value of one hundred for motor gas, and the numbers 
higher than 100 indicate the relative increased area which could be extinguished by a 
fixed volume of agent. For both agents it is seen motor gas was the most difficult to 
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exfingnisb, followed closely by avgas. With the jet fuels there was 
Protein foam was more effective on JP-4 than on JP-5, 

an interesting difference: 

The relative fire “knockdown ability* of the two agents on the 
lollows: same fuels is as 

Motor gas 

Avgas 

JP-4 

JP-5 

Protein Foam 

100 

97 

75 

79 

Light Water 

100 

96 

124 

108 

until T|hTrarl^HnS ídÍ?[^e t0tlÜ 0Utputs 01 thermal radiation released from the fire 
until the i adiation level had been reduced by 90 percent of maximum all relative to 
motor-gas fuel, which was assigned a value of ibo. For protein foam the motor-eas 
Ore was the most difficult to knock down, followed closely by avgas, ^d then somewhat 

knock down"and theUnnb' ^ LÍgh. ^c’ the tW° jet fuels were the most difficult to 

•Wllh prot,iln -iet f"-—"-. 

No ll'ifS“ Sf0“6“ r' JP‘" iS a VariaJ>le e— resPect to Its flash point. 
No limits for this property are given in the MIL specification, and it may vary anywhere 

iTth^ , ‘h “ ?.r0li"e ,0 that 01 JP-5- test »oJ “»toe S s“ouUte dô„e 
Tithfih K 311,3 the characteristics should be stated in the test results 
The flash point of the JP-4 used in the small-scale tests cited above was 66°F It is not 

acnZs“TutWthhlfder EPeCU7 Ptr°PrleS °f the telS ‘1 “ “„¿'islg 0t actions ol foam, but there do appear to be other considerations. Also care must be 

Wn Sed Ín th,e !Vent that more than one source or batch °f JP-1 f si is involved in a 
test program, to insure a consistent product is being used in all experiments. 

wereCt”ortU'ÍurmmíÍr^tTXtÍnrfÍSh1Ínig StUdleS °n the different fuels. additional data aken on the burning rates and fuel-layer temperature profiles. These results will 
be covered in a separate report at a later date. 1 

Overall Test Comments 

On the whole, the test plan and arrangements worked out vary satisfactorilv and the 
ftaal results obtained are believed to be significant and representatl“. Several cements 
are offered for those who may be in the planning stages for similar projects First the 

realistitM mute1 fire6rates -1°1 °"ly 10 ^ applied SÄ ^ 
rl^eü1 ; bUt ^8° ° lncorP°rate a feel for maximum turret effective 
range. Second, the use of a water base should be avoided, if at all possible. Wind forces 

il peel back an amazing depth of fuel floated fully on water, and then too the force of 
the agent application stream readily pushes fuel away. Without a water underlayer 
however leveling of a large area can be difficult and time consuming. At Miramar’water 

leaving vf a ^ levelin£’ md then was removed as completely as possible 
eaving a mud base impervious to fuel seepage and resistant to fuel motion. Third all 

common aircraft fuels should be used for a limited number of tests.Tn orSbr to oSjf 
data for transposing the results of the main test fuel to other fuels. 

^ ,^rhap8_the bfggest Sap in the Miramar results lies in the area of data on burnback 
protection. Some type of instrumented test procedure is badly needed to provide such ^ 
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data. This test is very difficult to implement, because this characteristic of foam cover¬ 
ings is highly sensitive to wind velocity, mid results are almost impossible to duplicate 
from test to test, to say nothing of day to day and month to month. 

Quantitative burnback relationships were not established at Miramar, but it was 
observed that Light Water was not as good as protein foam in this respect. Inasmuch as 
no burnback resistance time limits have been established, it will remain to be determined 
through actual field usage whether Light Water provides adequate working protection. 
The quality of Light Water foam, referring to its expansion and drainage time, have been 
shown in small-scale tests to play an important role in burnback protection; however, 
this has not been similarly evaluated on a large scale. Since considerable differences 
were found between the expansion and drainage-time values for Light Water foams from 
the various foam makers used, it would be expected that the foam product from the 
foam-pump system would have given superior burnback protection compared to the other 
Light Water Foams tried. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Light Water made from a 6-percent concentrate is a highly effective agent for the 
extinguishment of large, full-scale fires of avgas, JP-5, and other aircraft fuels. When 
applied to similar fires at similar rates, Light Water will establish fire control and fire 
extinguishment faster than will protein foams. 

Light Water may be effectively used in the present foam-pump systems on MB-1 and 
MB-5 vehicles, or in long barrel aspirating type foam makers, however, the limitations 
in output pattern of the currently available aspirating nozzles restrict their potential 
capability. This is true for all foams, protein or Light Water types. 

Protein for m is made and applied in a well dispersed pattern from a foam pump sys¬ 
tem is almost four times as effective as protein foam applied from aspirating nozzles with 
their “harder” stream characteristics. 

A single large fire test using equal quantities of Light Water and Purple-K dry 
chemical from turrets indicated little advantage under this test condition was gained by 
the use of the dual agent technique over the same amount of Light Water used by itself. 
Purple-K-Powder was found to be very valuable, however, as a secondary agent applied 
by means of handlines and/or portable extinguishers. No compatibility problem exists 
between Purple-K and Light Water. 

Additional study is required in order to establish a better relationship between thermal 
radiation as determined by instruments and physiological reactions. 

The application density of agents required per unit area of burning surface to control 
and to extinguish decreased with larger fire areas, approaching the minimum critical 
application rate. This was true for both Light Water and protein foam. Ninety-percent 
fire control (about 0.2 Btu/fta/sec) at low application rates could be obtained with 0.02 
gal/ft of protein foam on JP-5 and 0.05 gal/ft2 on avgas; Light Water required 0.017 
and 0.02 gal/ft2 respectively. Complete fire extinguishment was achieved with 0.043 
gal/ft of protein foam on JP-5 and 0.085 gal/ft* on avgas; Light Water form required 
0.026 and 0.035 gal/ft2 respectively. 

Minimum critical application rates were not precisely determined, but were esti¬ 
mated to be approximately 0.02 gal/min/ft2. The fire-control times for pro iein foam on 
avgas fires begin to rise rapidly with application rates below 0.36 gal/min/ft2; for Light 
Water, below 0.06 gal/min/ft®. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that a program be instituted to introduce Light Water into field 
service by replacing the protein concentrate presently used in MB-5 vehicles with Light 
Water. This step will provide much greater protection with the same equipment opera¬ 
tional data to guide the future course of Light Water and vehicle design also needed in 
the Navy. 

It is ill so recommended that improved aspirating foam makers with better foam 
quality and better dispersed stream patterns, be sought for the more effective applica¬ 
tion of Light Water mid protein foams. 
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Appendix A 

MIL - F-23905B(AS) 

25 April 1967 

Superseding 
MIL-F-23905AÍ WP) 

26 March 1065 

MILITARY SPECIFICATION 

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENT, "LIGHT WATER" 

LIQUID CONCENTRATE, (6 PERCENT) 

Ihls specification has been approved 

by the Naval Air Systems Command, 
Department of the Navy 

SCOPE 

1 ^ This specification covers the requirements for one type 
and grade of "Light Water" liquid concentrate fire extinguishing agent 

consisting of non-toxic fluorocarbon surfactants and appropriate foam 

stabilizers. The material shall be suitable for use in conjunction 

with potassium dry chemical fire extinguishing agent in suitably de¬ 

signed "twinned" equipment and in suitably designed foam-forming devices. 

The liquid concentrate shall be diluted or proportioned by suitably de¬ 

signed equipment for use in concentrations of six parts concentrate to 
ninety-four parts water by volume. 

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2'1 The following documents of the issue in effect on date 
of invitation for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this 
specification to the extent specified herein. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Federal 

PPP-B-601 

PPP-B-621 

PPP-P-704 

Box, Wood, Cleated-Plywood 

Box, Wood, Nailed and Lock-Corner 

Palls, Shipping, One through Twelve 
Gallons 

FSC4210 I 

45 
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MIL-F-230O5B(AS) 

Mi mary 

MIL-F-22287 
Fire Extinguishing Agent, Potassium 

Dry Chemical 

STANDARDS 

MIL-STD-105 

M1L-STD-129 

M1L-STÛ-147 

Sampling Procedures and Tables for 

Inspection by Attributes 

Marking for Shipment and Storage 

Palletized Unit Loads, 40" x 48 4-Way 

Partial and 4-Way Pallets 

(When requesting specificatione, standards and publication, refer 
(When requesting y this specification and appli- 

to both the title and number. Copies °^his ep Command- 
., J rt „„n r>nn mav be obtained upon application to 

cable »peelficatione may Avenue, Philadelphia, 
ing Officer, Naval Supply Depot (CDD, 5801 Tabor Avenue, 

Pennsylvania 19120). 

_ , _ The following documents form a part 
2.2 QthfiL-EMÔÜSiâ—2_i . , h eln Unless otherwise 

for proposal shall apply. 

(miisAl s«lfttv for Tg*yjia_andJ!atfixiAi^ 

A8TM-D445-81 Test for Kinematic Viscosity 

ASTM-D-1298-55 

ASTM-D1331-56 

Teat for Specific Gravity of Petroleum 

Liquids, Hydrometer Method 

Teste for Surface and Interfacial Tension 

of Solutions of Surface Active Agents 

(Application for copies of ASTM publications should be addressed to 

the American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 ce 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103). 
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3. requirements 

^,1 PrgBrodviçHon - The fire extinguishing agent, "Light 

Water liquid concentrate furnished under this specification shall be 

a product which has been inspected and passed the preprodu. tion in¬ 
spection specified herein, 

f, .. ~~^d re«ul ementa - No data is required by this speci¬ 
fication (other than reports accompanying samples submitted for prepro¬ 

duction testing), or by applicable documents re I eren cod in Sectil.. 2 
unless specified in the contract or order. (see 6.2) 

3.3 
The "Light Wate 

n.fuid concentrate shall conform to the requirements of Table 1 whll 

ested as specified therein. The materia) shall consist of non-toxic 

:r;:7t8UrfTant8' anri 8haU n0’ 8lVe °fr ,OXlc sub¬ jected to intense heat. 

3.4 Performance reouirement » 

J;4 ' ( io^-abiliti - The solution of "Light Water" concentrate 
in water (six parts concentrate to ninety-four parts water by volume) 

shall produce a foam possessing an expansion with a limit of 7 o minimum 

and a 25 percent drainage time of 2-1/2 minutes minimum value when 
tested as specified in 4.5.7. 

f 4-2 mWlllll - The foam produced bv the 
sample shall spread over the surface of the fuel when tested as speci¬ 

fied in 4.5.8 and result In a surface from which no su-talned ignition 
of fuel vapors can be detected. 

Requirement 

TABLE 1 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Limits/Value 

(77 ± 5°F), minimum 1.075 

Viscosity in cent 1 stokes at 

25 * 0.5°C (77 * 1°F) 50-150 

Viscosity in centistokes at 

4,4 ± 0.5°C (40 ± 1°F) maximuun 300 

Refractive Index (n25/D) 1.3750 

pH value 25 ± 3°C (77 * 5°F 

minimum 4 2 

Surface tension, dynes per 

centimeter at 25 ± 3°C 
(77 ± 5°F), maximum 20.0 

1.3850 

4.5.1 

4.5.2 

4.5.2 

4.5.3 

4.5.4 

4.5.5 

3 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Retiul mini..kleMa/Vgl-MS_Test.Paragraph 

Nitrogen Content, percent 

Color Identification, maximum 

Foamabllity: 

Expansion, minimum 

Drainage time, mim'mum minutes 

0.30-0.40 4.5.6 

light amber visual 

7. 4.5.7 

2.5 4.5.7 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

'Ll ResponalblD tv for Inspection - Unless otherwise specified 
in the contract or purchase order, the supplier is responsible for the 

performance of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except 

as otherwise specified, the supplier may utilize his own or any other 

inspection facilities and services acceptable to the Government. The 

Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections act 

forth In the specifications where such Inspections are deemed necessary 

to assure that supplies and services conform to prescribed requirements. 

4-2 SlAililiSaMan. of inspection - The Inspection of t.ie fire 
extinguishing agent shall be classified as follows: 

(a) Preproduction Inspection (4.3) 

(b) Quality Conformance Inspection (4.4) 

4.3 Preproduction Inspection - Preproduction inspection shall 
consist of all the Inspection of this specification. 

4■3•1 gjMB.ll.ng.... f.Qr preproduction Inspection - 

4.3.1.1 Unless otherwise specified, as soon as practicable after 
award of a contract or order, the contractor shall furnish preproduction 

samples for Inspection to determine conformance with this specification. 

Quantity production shall be withheld until the preproduction sample has 

been pronounced satisfactory by the Government. When a contractor Is 
in continuous production of these Items from contract to contract, sub¬ 

mission of further preproduction samples may be waived at the discretion 

of the Contracting Officer. The approval of preproduction samples or 

the waiving of the preproduction inspection shall not relieve the con¬ 

tractor of his obligation to submit samples for quality conformance 
Inspection. 

4 
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4.3.1.2 The preproduction Hample »hall consist of 5-gal Ion» of 

the material furnished In a sealed container. The »ample shall b< In¬ 

spected as specified herein and In accordance with the contract or order. 

Each sample shall be accompanied by the results of all specification 
tests (see 6.2). 

4.4 iiMfluüll-fflMaiaMfil-jMBJgMm - Quality conformance In¬ 
spection shall consist of all the tests of this specification as de¬ 

scribed under "Teat Methods" ¢4.5), and the examination of filled con¬ 
tainers (4.4.2). 

4-4.1 Sampling - 

4.4.1.1 iQUBaaMaa ¿si - All material manufactured as one batch 
and offered for delivery at one time shall be considered a lot for pur¬ 
poses of quality conformance inspection. 

4-4-1-2 k9..l—&££.SB.tahce test samóles - From each lot of material 
offered for acceptance under contract, four filled 5-gallon containers 

shall be selected at random. A composite sample, sufficient in size for 

test purposes, 8(1/-111 be made up by drawing equal portions from the con¬ 

tainers and immediately placed in a dry, air and water tight container 

and forwarded to a testing laboratory satisfactory to the procuring 

agency. The composite sample shall be subjected to all the tests as 
described under "Test Methods”. (4.5). 

4 • 4 • 2 Sxamlnat ion of flll-gil contalnere - A random sample of 
filled containers shall be selected from each lot in accordance with 

M1L-STD-105 at inape...Ion level I, and acceptable quality level (AQL) 

equal to 2.5 percent defective to verify compliance with all stipulations 
of this specification regarding fill, closure, packaging, packing, mark¬ 

ing and other requirements not involving tests. Containers shall be ex¬ 

amined for defects of the container and the closure, for evidence of 

leakage, and for unsatisfactory markings; each sample filled container 
shall also be weighed to determine the amount of the contents. Any con¬ 
tainer in the sample having one or more defects or under required fill 

shall be rejected, and if the number of defective containers in anv sam¬ 

ple exceeds the acceptance number for the appropriate sampling plan of 
M1L-STD-105, the lot represented by the sample shall be rejected. 

4-5 Test Methods - 

4.5.1 Spe^Mla Gravity - The specific gravity of the liquid 
concentrate shall be determined In accordance with ASTM Method D-1298-55. 
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4-9-2 X.í.tfi.SiMx - The viscosity of the liquid concentrate shall 
be determined in accordance with ASTM Method D-445-61 using a capillary 
viscometer of appropriate size number at 25°C. (77 * 10/.) anj dt 4.40c. 
(40 * 1 °F. ) . 

4-9-3 Hefrac11ye Index - An Abbe refractometer shall be used 
to determine the refractive index of the sample. Standard testing pro¬ 
cedures for this instrument shall apply. 

4-9.4 pH.Yalm - TH« P*1 value of the liquid concentrate shall 
be determined potentiometrlcally, using a pH meter equipped with a glass 
electrode and a suitable reference electrode. 

4-9-9 äUlilCt.JfciaUflfl - The surface tension of a solution of 
lee of the liquid concentrate in 370cc of distilled water shall be de¬ 

termined in a Cenco ûuNuoy tensiometer in accordance with ASTM Method 

1331-58 and until the readings come to an equilibrium (approximately 
30 minutes). 

4-9.0 MLtrgggn.Content - A modified sealed tube Kjeldahl di¬ 
gestion and titration method shall be used to determine the nitrogen con¬ 

tent of the liquid concentrate. (Reference Analytical Chemistry, 
Volume 23, pp 303, 1951). 

4-5.? ZôâãaMiül - An Ansul Company (Marinette, Wisconsin) por¬ 
table extinguisher. Model WF-2-1/2, (or similar) of the stored pressure 

type is modified for this test. The discharge hose and nozzle are re¬ 
placed by the following assembly in 1/4” pipe size: A nipple 2-1/2" in 

length, a tee fitted with a calibrated 200 psl gage, a 1/4" to 3/4" bush¬ 

ing, and finally a special foam-producing nozzle. This aïr-asplrating 

nozzle (or similar), available as a laboratory testing item from National 

Foam System, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania, should have a flow rated 
at 2.00 gpm ± .10 gpm at 100 palg delivery pressure. 

First, in the procedure to test foam concertrates for expansion and 
drainage, the extinguisher container is charged with one gallon of , re- 
mixed solution at 70°F. in the required quantities. The discharge 

assembly is then coupled to the extinguisher. Using compressed air or 
nitrogen, the unit is pressurized to 110 pslg. 

The unit is held with the nozzle 3 ft. from the ground and at a dis¬ 
tance of 10 ft. from a foam collecting board. The latter is constructed 

at an angle of 45° to the horizontal and has a V-shaped trough to direct 
the run-off foam Into a standard 1-liter glass graduate centered below 
the trough exit. 

6 
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The discharge valve is depressed and the foam stream directed to one 

side of the collector. When the installed discharge gage registers 
105 psl the foam stream is directed to impinge on the stand backboard at 

its center point. Discharge is continued in thJ.M manner until the foam 

fills the cylinder. The protruding top of the foam column In the gra¬ 

duate is then struck off level and a stopwatch is started. 

The expansion value is defined as the ratio of the final foam vol¬ 
ume to original foam solution volume before air addition. The foam 

filled graduate is weighed to the nearest gram and the expansion cal¬ 
culated from the following expression. 

Expansion _(graduate total volume in ml.) _ 
(Full weight minus empty weight in grams) 

At one minute intervals from the stopwatch starting point, the total 

volume of solution drained from the foam column is recorded. Sufficient 

readings should be taken to insure that more than one-fourth of the 

solution in the foam sample has drained. The 25% drainage volume is 
calculated from; 

25% Volume =^Fu11 weight minus empty weight in grams) 

4 

The time required to collect this drainage volume shall be reported 
as the 25% drainage time. 

Tnis test shall be run three times on the one gallon charge. Repres- 

surlze unit each time to 110 psi. The reported expansion and drainage 

time values will be averages of the three tests. 

Film formation and sealabilitv - The objective is to test 
the ability of a fire-extinguishing agent of the foam-forming type to 

develop a vapor-sealing film on a hydrocarbon fuel surface. As the foam 

drains, a small percentage of the liquid drop-out remains surface-borne 

and spreads to provide protection against reignitior. of exposed fuel. 

A stainless steel Graduated Measure of 1,000 ml capacity (4-1/2" dia., 
5" deep) (Cole-Parmer Co., Chicago Illinois, or similar) Is fitted at the 
top edge with two small metal clips protruding 1/8" into the opening. 

They serve to restrain an 80 mesh conical screen of stainless steel (5" 
in height by 4-3/4" in diameter) from floating out of the container 

during the test. A Waring Automatic Blender, or similar, Is used as the 
test foam maker, (at 70 ± 50F.). 
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First, 600 ml of 08% cyclohexane ere placed into the Graduated 
Measure. 100 *1 of the active solution to be tested are formed for 10 
seconds at low speed in the Blunder. 200 ml of this foam are poured 
onto the fuel surface. The screen 1# then inserted into the Measure 
and clipped firmly inti» place, and a stopwatch is started. A small 
portion of foam bubfciei will be forced through the screen mesh but the 
dominant surface area ’ill appear bare. 

After one minute elapsed time, a small flame is passed six times 
around the fuel surface at an exact height of 1/2" (± 1/8"). A small 
flash may occur but no sustained Ignition should result if an effective 
vapor-seal is present. This flame can readily be provided using a hand¬ 
held propane tank fitted with a capillary tubing outlet and adjusted 
with the valve to give about a 1" long pilot flame. 

4.8 Rejection criteria - When any lot acceptance tast sample 
fails to meet any of the test requirements of this specification or when 
the number of defective filled containers exceeds the acceptance number 
as specified in 4,4.2, the lot represented by the sample shall be 
rejected. 

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 

»•i &mi8.i.y.ftt.igc.ansi.jificliatüflg - 

511 Level A - 

SI 11 CleaBing,drying and preservative application - Not 
applicable. 

5.1.1.2 Unitpackaging - Unit packaging of the liquid concentrât* 
fire extinguishing agent shall be furnished in 5-gallon containers in 
accordance with specification PPP-P-704A, Type 1, Class 1 except that the 
Interior coating shall be a uniform double coating of Bradley-Vrooman 
Series 46, epon-phenollc resin. The closure shall be a snap-on cap type 
with a protective metal band as described in paragraph 3.3 of PPP-P-704A. 

5.1.2 Level B - Not applicable. 

51-3 Level C - 
% 

5.1.3.1 Unit packaging - Unit packaging of the liquid concentrate 
fire extinguishing agent shall be in accordance with 5.1.1.2. 

8 
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5.2 Packing - 

5.2.1 Level A - 

5.2.1.1 Exterior Containers - Utile»« otherwise specified, 
material packaged In accordance with 5.1.1.2 »hall be «hipped without 
exterior packing. When specified by the procuring activity, pall» 
shall be packed in wood boxes In accordance with spécification PPP-B-601, 
oversea» type, or PPP-B-021, Class 2 (weight limit not to exceed 200 lbs) 
or palletized in accordance with Specification MIL-STD-147, load type 111. 

5.2.2 Level B - Not applicable. 

5.2.3 Level C - The liquid concentrate fire extinguishing agent 
packaged in accordance with 5.1.3.1 shall be packed to afford protection 
against damage during shipment from the supply source to the first re¬ 
ceiving activity for Immediate use. Containers shall comply with Con¬ 
solidated Freight Classification Rules or other common carrier regulations 
applicable to the mode ' f transportation. 

5.3 Marking - 

5.31 Special Markinas - Two Identical Instructions for use and 
caution label markings as listed below shall be applied to each container 
so that the markings are located diametrically opposite on the container 
side. The labels shall be applied in such a manner that water Immersion 
of the container, or normal handling will not Impair the legibility of 
the marking. 

Instructions for use: Fl-e extinguishing agent "Light Water" liquid 
concentrate Is a non-toxic, non-corrosive, fluorocarbon surfactant mix¬ 
ture for use in spool all y designed equipment which generates "Light Water" 
(Lt HaO) foam for firefighting purposes in foam-forming devices or In 
conjunction with "twinned" potassium bicarbonate dry chemical equipment. 
This concentrate is to be diluted for use with clean fresh water In vol¬ 
ume proportions of 9 gallons concentrate to 94 gallons water. This may 
be done by premix In the final storage container or by suitably designed 
flow proportioning equipment. 

Caution: Do not store below 32CF. (0°C) for ready use. Do not mix 
with any other liquids except as noted in the Instructions for us - 

5.3.2 Normal markings - In addition to the markings required by 
contract or order, unit packages, and shipping containers shall be 
marked in accordance with the requirement of MIL-8TD-129. 

9 
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6. NOTES 

0.1 Intended use - Foam» produced from "Light Water" diluted 

concentrate» are Intended for use as fire extinguishing agent» or In con¬ 

junction with dry chemical extinguishing type agent# for the purpose of 

eliminating flashbacks and preventing relgnitlon of flammable hydrocarbon 

fuels. 

8-2 fitflliaa. data - Procurement documents should specify the 

following: 

a. Title, number and date of this specification 

b. Quantity 

c. Level of packaging and packing required (see 5.1 

and 5.2) 

d. Whether preproduction 1- sped ion Is required 

( see 4.3.1.1) 

e. Where preproduction inspection is to be conducted 

when required (see 4.3.1.2). 
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